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PREFACE,

The model studies of the spillway and flume at the
Malad River hydroelectric plant in Idaho wer6 originally
intended for use in partial. satisfaction of requirement•
for the degree
ing.,

or

Doctor

or

Philosophy in Civil Engineer

Due to certain e1rcumatancea, · however, it waa

considered expedient · to utilize part of the accomplished
work for this purpose for partial satisfaction of the ·
requirements for the degree o.f Master of Science in Civil
Engineering, with the object

or

continuation of the

research for fulfillment. of the original mot1ve;

conse•

quently 1 the material presented 1n this thesis is only a
portion of the results of the a.c complished or projected
research.

The aspect choaen for presentation in this

thesis is an analysis of the operation of the Malad Ri·v er
spillway as originally designed., a subject whic.h ie com•

plete in itself.

The entire project 1 with the exception

of the construction ot the ·m odel, was under the auspices ot
the Engineering E:Xp.e riment Station of Oregon State College .
The author is indebted to Dr. Charles A. Mockmore,
his major professor, and to Leslie A. Clayton, for
invaluable advice · and assistance rendered.

Appreciation

1s also extended to start members and students of the
Department ot C1v11 Engineering, Oregon State Col1ege, tor
aid in construction of the model and aaaemb1age ot
laboratory data.

Special credit is given to Robert L.

Stearman, graduate student in mathematics, tor moat ot the
photographs appearing in this thesis.
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MALAD RIVER HYDROELECTRIC PLANT , IDAHO.

The Gener.a l Problem
Model studies have gained con·s iderable favor in recent
years as means of verifying hydraulic designs .

In the

ordinary case, a design is conceived, then tested by obser
vation of actual fluid flow conditions in a scale model of
the proposed structure.

Appl.ication of experiments with

hydraul.ic models has al.so been directed.towards basic
research problems.

Less frequently, hydraulic models have

been used to aid correction of defects in structures
designed and built without the bene:f'it of model studies.
The thesis undertaken combines the last mentioned motive
with that of basic research.
Description of the Malad River Hydroelectrie Plant
The spillwa-y selected as a prototype for investi
gation by model studies is located at the Malad River
Hydroelectric Development in Idaho.

The power pl.ant, ot

7200 kilow,a tts capacity, is supplied by a concrete box

flume approximately one mile long,. designed for 800 cubic

feet per second.

'l'his flume, ori ginating at a diversion

dam, follows the river a suf:f'icient distance to accumulate
a fall of about 125 feet .

A 10 f"oot stee.l penstoek
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carries the water to a single Francis turbine.

The power

plant, which is part of a remote control system, operates
at rated load at all times.
shown in .F igure 1.

The penstock and plant are

The steepness of the canyon and

character of the rock as shown are typieal or the .alad
River canyon throughout its. total length.

Figure 1. General view of the
Malad River spillway and
power plant.
Description of the Spillway

Any flUltle such as the. one described must be provided
-with a spillway of some type, designed to carry the full
hydraulic capacity of the plant.

In some cases, the

spillway must also be designed for rapid dissipation of a
hydraulic bore (seep. 17) resulting from sudden stoppage
of the water in the flume at its downstream end.

All

turbines of the Francis type have governor-controlled gates

which elose when the generator load is removed.

In case

the load is dropped suddenly, the gate closure can be very

rapid, and in the case of the Malad Riv-er plant, complete
stoppage o.f
seconds.

th~

water occurs at a minimum time of five

The result ·is a bore about three feet high,

traveling over 13 feet per secorid up the flume.•

The function of the Malad River spillway is primarily
to save freeboard for the major length of the flume, by
nullifying the effects of plant

·Shut-dotms~

This function

requires that the spillway operate at its full capacity as
soon as possib1e after the bore reaches 1 t, then r .e gulate
the water level to a constant value as low as is practi
cable.

A spillway designed for that purpose would by

nature be useful as a water level regulator for partial
water stoppages occurring at part-load turbine operation.

Complete dissipation of the hydraulic bore by the spillway
would allow great economy in limiting the height of the
upstream walls.
The Malad River spillway is shown at the right side of
Figure 1, and is about three-hundred feet upstream of the
penstock intake s·tructure.

Three identical siphon spill·

ways, placed at right angles to the flume with .o verflow
spillways at both sides, comprise the regulating structure,
as shown in plan and elevation drawings on pages 121 and 122.
Alignment of the flume at its lower end and spillway
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location are detailed on page 36.

The clearest represen...

tation of the spillway as a unit is in Figure 2, page 5.
The maximum capacities of the siphons and overflow
weirs are each the maximum flow for which t he flume was
designed.

The overflow crests of the weir-type spillways

(Fig.2, p.5) are placed at the normal flow stage for the
flume~

so that any rise of the water level will cause

immediate spilling.

A walled spillway chute carries the

water over the outlets of the siphons, into a reject
channel and thence to the Malad River.

Slots in the walls

at the extremes and in posts at the center.s of the crests
allow elevation adjustments by means of flashboards .

The

lower part of the spillway chute and part of the re-ject
.flume are provided with a wooden cover to prevent splashing
of water over their walls {see Fig .3, p .6).
The siphon spillways are of rectangular section four
feet wide by three feet deep, and are lined with steel for
their entire lengths.

The elevations of the crests

(Fig.2, p.5) are adjustable, the minimum elevation coinci
dent with the top edges of the air vents .

The air vents,

which are three inches high and extend the .full widths of
the siphons, are in turn placed with their bottom edges at
the same elevations as the crests of the overflow spill·
ways.

It should be noted in Figure 49 , page 121, that

the siphons are completely separated, from their intakes to
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Figure 2- Cut-away view or the Malad River spillway and flume.
The
reject flume (at the right or the figure) continues 160 reet to the
Malad River.

0'1
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their .outlets, and draw from the ·a

e torebay.

Figure 3. Two views of the alad River
spillway showing details of the siphon
intake and spillway chute.
Operation of the Prototzpe
Bore Dissipation.

As previously stated, one of the

prime functions for which the spillway wa$ designed was the
dissipation of the hydraulic bore.

According to the

assumed efficiency of the spillway in accomplishing the
above, the w lls of the flume upstream of the s pillway were
considerably lower than those in the vicinity of and down

·.'

stream of the structure (see Figure 49 , page 121).

The

bore caused by the most sudden gate closure is

even

a~ost

with the top of the flume downstream of the spillway .
Broken waves of a height nearly equal to that of the bore

7

have been observed traveling upstream of the spillway
section, their erests even with or over-topping the lowered
section of the flume.

It has been estimated that these

waves travel upstream at least half the total length of the
flume.

Thus is demonstrated the inefficiency of the

spillway in accomplishing its pr1.me function.

Figure 4~ Siphon intake and
downstream overflow spill
way at the time when the
hydraulic bore is approach
ing the intake .
The hydraulic bore obtained above was probably the
highest possibl.e at the flow for which the flume was
designed~

closure.

since it resulted from the most sudden gate
It is possible, by varying the time of rejection

of plant load, to obtain bores of lesser heights.
However, these waves offer no difficulty to a spillway
designed to care for the maxima.

There is some

8

possibility that the plant owner will eventually want to
run the turbine at full gate, which would result in a much
greater flow through the flume.

With this increased

flow, there is li ttle doubt that a 'bore would top the flume
for its entire length in case of a sudden load rejection at
the plant.
Operation of the Siphons.

Upon the first trial, none

of the siphons functioned, and the side-channel spillways
discharged most of the flow.

After lowering the air vent

of the upstream siphon 18 inches and that of the middle
siphon 9 inches, the two downstream siphons operated.

For

all tests run on the spillway so far, the middle siphon has
operated only sporadically and the upstream barrel has
never been primed.
Figure 5 (p .9) illustrates the extreme turbulence
existing in the siphon intake after the spillway assumed a
steady state.

The form of turbulence was that of a vortex

with its center near the upstream wall of the siphon in
take.

The character of the vortex is such that it can

easily admit air to the upstream and middle siphons.
Steady State Operation of the Spillway.

The regu

l-ation of the spillway after reaching a steady state was
such that when the f lume was flowing at 820 cubic feet per
second, a rise of 1.2 feet above normal flow depth at the
upstream end of the spillway was experienced.

This rise
·' ·'
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Figure 5. Siphon intake during
the operation or the spillway
showing the whirl or vortex
present.
was about 14 per cent of the normal flow depth at that
point.

The normal flow freeboard at the upper end of the

flume is approximately one foot, and computations of back·
water curves upstream of the spillway have shown that the
water is regulated to a safe level for the given flow.
general view of the spillway in steady state operation is
iven in Figure 6, page 10, and a view of the upstream
cre·s t showing the character of th

flow over it (for the

same condition) appears in Figure 7, page 11.

Both

Fi gures 6 and 7 are valuable in showing the relatively
smooth condition of the water surface in the flume while
the spillway is operating.

A

F1g\U"e 6. Full length view or the Malad 'River spillway in operati.o n.
Bormal !'low in the flume 1a trom lett to right_.
Note the turbul.ence 1D
the siphon intake,. which 1s at the center.

.....

0

ll

Figure 7 . Flow conditions in the
flume at the upstream overflow
spillway crest .
Conclusions .

The above discussion leads one to

conclude that t he general design of t he Malad River spill
way was unsound.

So poorly did t he operation of t he

structure agree with its intended function that at present
a great amount of uncertainty exists cone rning its

possible operating characteristics at quantities or flow
other than t hose for which t he spill ay has heretofor . been
tested.

The power company owning t h e plant has frankly

admitted t hat it is afraid to operate it at full gate
opening for f ear of seriously overtopping the flume in case
the plant stopped

uddenly.
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Objectives of the Thesis.
In view of the discussion of the operation of the
alad River

spillway~

it was considered than an excellent

means for observing the operation of the spillway under all
possible flow conditions would be through experiments with
a

s~le

model of the structure.

Observations of all the

various characteristics of the spillway could be easily
taken from the model , then applied to the prototype .
·corrective changes suggested by the model studies could be
used for improving the efficiency of the full-scale
structure.

With these possibilities in mind, the writer

has chosen to conduct model studies of the Malad River
spillway, with the following objectives:
1.

Study the operation of the spillway under widely varied
flow conditions, in order to determine the following
factors:

2.

a.

Extent of dissipation of the hydraulic bore.

b.

Steady-state water level regulation.

c ..

Operation of the side-channel spillways.

d.

Operation of the siphon spillways.

By observation of the spillway operation, obtain
information which would suggest future model studies
for the following purposes:
a.

To find the most practical. and economical means
to ~prove the efficiency of the spillway as a
water level regulator.

13
b.,

To alter the spillway for operation as
originally intended •

c.

To correct defects of the spillway in order to
cause it to function at its greatest potential
efficiency.

•

Very few actual data on the flow conditions existing
in the prototype are available at the present, other than
visual observations.

In view of this limi tat1on, the

writer has elected to conduct the model studies as if they
were to be made for the purpose of verifying the original
design of a hydraulic structure .

Accordingly, the intor

mation used for the design of the prototype is applied to
most of the comparisons made throughout this thesis.

14
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CHAPTER II

---

DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL IlWORMATION AND THEORY ·

~~~~-

.

~~~

In order to .·c larify and vindica,te the future text of .
the thesis, a brief technical survey of the materia1 to be
presented is included in
this
chapter.
' .
.
realized, in the

ex~nation

It should be

of most of the theory pl;'esent•

ed here, that a good share of tl';le work accompli shed was·
.
.
purely experimental. in nature, since the structure under

investigation was unique, in that there is none other
like it.
Symbols and Abbrevlations

The following l.ette-r symbols are used frequently in
the contents

or

this thesis;

those which have gene-ral

meanings ·a re explained thoroughly in the place

here they

are used:
A

Area (square feet)

C

Coefficient of discharge

cfs

cubic f'eet per second (discharge)

D,d.

Depth of water (feet or inehes)

El.

Elevation above a given datum

tps

Feet per second (velocity}

g

Aeceleration of gravity

H

Static head (i"eet)'

h

Read loss (:teet)

(32.2ft/s~c

)
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L

Length (feet)

m

subscript relating to the model

n

coefficient of roughness in the Manning open
channel formula

p

subscript relating to the model

Q

Quantity of flow (cubic feet per second)

T, t

Time. (seconds)

V,v

Velocity (feet per second)
Weight (pounds)
Seale ratio

Qpen Channel Flow
Normal Flow Stages.

An understanding of the flow

conditions in the model flume requires a brief analysis or
.the factors establishing those conditions.

In open

channel flow, for a uniform flume infinitely long, the
water will flow at a uniform depth at a velocity such that
forces of resistance to flow exactly balance those caused
by gravity (1, pp.l98-l99).

In a long channel, the water

will flow at a uniform stage at the upper part, but near
the end the depth will increase or decrease depending upon
the conditions there.

If resistance slightly greater than

that or the channel is added at the end, the water will
gradually decelerate and thus increase in depth towards the
end;

if less resistance than that offered by a

16
continuation of th$ channel exists :a t the end, the water
will gradually aeeelerate and decrease in depth t-owQJ:'ds the
end..

In each case a water surface profile is produced

which is uymptot1c with the uniform flow stage at the

upper reaches of the .flume.

The

c~v&s

produced by the

ttbov.e conditions are eall.ed backwater curves (2, pp .. 60-83).
In the f1,ume supplying water to the Malad Riv-er power
plant, eondi tions are such that backwat,er curves ean be
present at the lower end of the t'lume, originating at the
pens took intake of the plant.

The head above the turbine

must necessarily be constant and this means that the depth

of the water 1n the flwne in the penstock intake of the
structure must be kept to a constant value.
may or may not be the

sL~

This depth

as the uniform flow depth in the

fl-ume corresponding to th-e discharge through the turbine.
The design of the flume wu such that when the plant
operates at its rated load, the .flume theoretically flows
at the uniform stage for nearly its tota1 length.
Variations in plant discharge requirements, however, would
cause corresponding variatlone in the uniform .flow depths
in the ups tre.am part o.f the flume • causing the water
sur.faee in the flume to form backwater curves.

Investi

gations of the operation of the spillway required lmowledge

of the theoretical depth of the water at the spillway for a.
given flume discharge;

hence computation of the backwater

17
curves for different flows was

necessa~.

The unlformi ty of the flume made it possible to use a
simplified version of the general backwater curve formula
(3, p.266), based on the Manning open . channel formula
(3, pp.246•248).

The roughness coefficient used was the

same as that applied to the design ot the flume for normal
conditions (n

= 0.013).

Solution of the formula was made

for three different quantities ot flume flow, one on each
side of the "design" discharge and from each solution,
depths were determined at several points corresponding to
locations for measurements by piezometer tubes in the
model (F1g.l9, p.46).
A plot of the water surface elevation at each
piezometer point was then made and the resulting curves
were used for interpolation purposes.
shown in Figure 8, page 18.

These curves are

For convenience, the

dimensions were reduced to the scale ot the model (p.23)
and the elevation reference was taken as the flume floor at
the downstream end of the model (Fig.l9, p.46).

These

curves were later used to establish the proper water levels
at the spillway section for normal flow stages.
Computation of the Hydraulic Bore .

As described on

pages 2-3, sudden interruption of the flow in the flume can
occur in the event of a rejection of the load ot the
hydroelectric plant.

The result of this stoppage is a
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sudden increase in depth at the end of the channel, caused
by the momentum or the. flowing ••ter.

A wave thus formed

progresses up the flume in the form of a hydraulic ·b ore

(F1g.9).

HYDRAULIC BORE
(HIGH WATER SURFACE
~

Figure 9. Schematic draw1ng showing the
formation or a hydraulic bore.
Computation ot the theoretical height and upstream velocity
of the bore is made possible by a theoretical tormul.a due
to Creager and Justin (4,

pp.l~7-l39).

-

d
'S' • • • • • • • • • • ( 1)

Solution or Equation l was made by trial, using an empiri
cal equation by Dennison (4, p.l38) to obtain the first
approximation.

20

D•

~

+

0.99d •• ._ ............ (2}

Quanti tie..s used in the computation were the forebay depth ·

(d), corrected to the location corresponding to Piezometer
No. 9 (F1g.8, p.l8 and F1g.l9, p.46) and the mean velocclty
(v) at the end of the flume.
A correction to the results from Equation 1 is
required before the ultimate height attained by the water
_ surface at the gate is obtained.

This correction is

necessitated by the tendency of the water downstream of the

crest of the bore to form a level

sur.face.~

I!" the flume

has an appreciable slope, the rise o.f the water at the gate
above the initial height of the bore will theoretically be
the change in elevation of the flume floor between the gate
and spillway, providing that the water will ufill in"
behind the bore as it progresses up the flume .

Compu...

tations of the bore heights in the model (Table 2, p. 67)

were made with and without the above correction, which was
only 0.16 inches.
Similaritz with Relation to

odel Studies

Conditions ror pynamie Similarity.

A prime r&quir&

:ment of the model studies of the Malad River spillway was
that the results be representative of' the prototype (f'ul.l.
seale structure).

To satisfy this requirement, it was

21
nece$sary .to eonstruet the model in such a manner as to
'·

·

assure dyna.mic similarity between model and prototype

(1, pp ..l42-148).
Df.namie similarity is necessary in order to maintain
geometric and kinematic similarity between the flow con•
ditions of model and prototype.

Several laws which state

the conditions necessary for dynamic similarity have been
derived on the basis of the predominant forces acting upon
The laws most applicable to model studies in

the fluid.

general are Reynolds' law and Froude's law {5, pp.l03l•
1033).

Both of these laws are based upon the requirements

of equality of certain dimensionless numbers when computed
for model and prototype.

The equality of Reynolds

numbers, which requires that the ratios of viscous forces
to inertia forces be the same both in model and prototype,
assures dynamic sim1lari ty in eases where viscous and
inertia forces are predominant, such as in closed conduits.
The equality of Froude numbers requires that the ratios of
gravity forces to inertia forces be the same in both model
and prototype.,. assuming that forces due to .friction and
surface tension are small in comparison with those con
sidered.

Application of Froude's law is therefore made to
'

>

model studies of spillways and other structures where rapid
changes of water surface take place in short distances.
There is evidence to support the use or both laws in

22

the model studies of the

alad River spillway and flume,

but the argument is overwhelmingly in favor of the use or
A choice must be made

Froude\s law in these experiments.

between the two, since it is impossible to satisfy both
laws at the same time without having a model the same sise
as the prototype (1, p.l47).

·The Froude number is there

fore used in the determinations of model-prototype
relationships.
quation of Froude

Model-Prototype Relationships.

numbers for model and prototype is used for the derivation
of all of the model-prototype relationships.

z..)
li.r = (v
Lg m

= (vLg2) p

.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

t

(3)

Since the acceleration seale must necessarily be equal to
1., equality of Froude numbers is redueed to the following

form:

Nr = (fJm • (f JP ••·•••••••• ...•

(4)

The proper seale relationships are all derived from
Equation 4 with different forms of the units substituted.
Length scal.e:

~ : A {Scale ratio) ...... (5)

Area scale:

t:;

:a

/\z•••••••••••••••••

:. • • ( 6}
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L;p

Lm -

Volume scale:

•••••••••••••••• (7)

Velocity scale:

!.2.
= ?\ft •........... • ••.••• .•
Vm
Discharge scale·:

or

(8)

~!£''} m

@l'lzj p

=

l •

;\f . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . (9)

Time scale:

and

Tp
~

=

"\!

~

••••••••••••••• (10)

In accordance with the above relationships, the model

was constructed geometrically similar to the prototype in
all respects.
Seale Ratio .

The choice of a seale ratio ( .A )

necessarily fixes all the other model- prototype relation•
ships.

For the model under investigation, the limitation

in space available fixed its maximum size, since there waa
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much more than sufficient discharge available in the
laboratory.
It was found that a model built to a scale of 1:15
( .A • 15) was the largest that could be conveniently
instal~ed

in the laboratory {page 35).

The scale ratio

chosen on this basis was fortunately small enough so that
most quantities of the spillway and flume could be measured
to sufficient accuracy by ordinary methods.

By the same

token, the model was probably large enough so that good
similarity could be expected in overflow spillway and flume
flow condi tiona.

Gibson , Aspey and Tattersall (6,

p.2~1)

concluded from model studies of siphons that the largest
scale ratio practicable for prediction of siphon discharge
by a model of the type they investigated was 1:12.

It is

surmised, however, that since the characteristics ot
siphons depend upon their general. types, the departure from
this seale ratio does not condemn the validity of these
model studies.

By correlation of data from a number of

studies of model siphons from different source , the above
experimentors arrived at a rule for dynamic similarity
between siphon models and prototypes which seems to be much
more applicable than does a scale ratio limit (6, pp.217
223).

This rule specifies that the numerical value of

d.../11 in the model should not be less than 0.28 if
similarity in discharge characteristics between model and
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..
prototype is to be expected.

In the above expression, d

is the depth of the siphon throat (Fi g .ll, p.33) and h is
the effective head on the siphon (distance between forebay
water level and outlet).

The minimum d.,Jh of the Malad

River model, when h is measured from the crest to the
centerline of the outlet, is 3.1;

thus the

write~

feels

confident that the results of the siphon operation
experiments will be representative of the prototype.

A

marked similarity between (a) the flow conditigns (as
visually observed) and .(b) siphon priming characteristics
of the model and

prototyp~,

has indicated that general

similarity is promised.
Probable Similarity of Flow Conditions.

There mi ght

be some question regarding the similarity of flow .con
ditions between

t~e

odel and prototype, even with the

assumption that the model laws are valid.

The most

important point of uncertainty is that of spillway flow and
water level regulation.

It has been conclusively proved

in the model studies that the spillway flow is a function
of the depth of water at the spillway section when the
overflow spillways are operating.

Thus in the model,

where a known quantity of flow is introduced to the. flume,
the flow stages at the spillway section in the flume are
definitely established.

The same condition would exist in

the prototype if the flume were sufficiently long preceding
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the spil.l1fay, since uniform flow conditions would
-the flume at some distance upstream..

If

th~

e.xis~

in

distance from

the spillway to the intake is great enough, then, the
effect of a rise of water surface at the spillway would not
b& felt at the intake;

consequently the flow through the

intflke .would remain unchanged.. , . However, there is a slight
possibility that the rise allowed by the prototype spill.way
is great _enough, and the upstream flume is sufficiep.tly
short, that some rise would occur inthe diversion
s·t ruct·ure upstream of the intake.

·In- thi:s ease, the

diversion ·t o th-e flume wou;l.d be less than the ini t.ial
d1versi·o n, -with a c-onsequent decrease in the flow over the
spillway.

This decrease would · resul-t 'in a _dropping of the

water level at the spillway.

The equilibrium condition

finally reached at the sp illway would very probably be, in
this case,. dissimil.ar to th:at existing in the model for a
similar initial rate of flow.
Insufficient data from. the design and operation of the
prototyp-e are . available to allow a solution of' the above
problem;

eonsequ.ently the abo-ve hyP-othesis is simply

a-eeepted as a possible source of error C$\uaed by the fact
that the model is not complete (see F1g.;l2,_ p.;36 for the
limits of geometrical similarity between model and proto

type)•

It is doubtful t hat the condition described above

exists in the prototype to a significant degree, since the
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flume is so long;

if it does, only a complete model whieh

included the diversion structure could be expected to
operate in a similar manner.
Other possible factors which might cause a lack of
similarity between flow conditions of the model and
prototype are those related to measurement .

In the first

case, unduly large deviations in geometrical similarity
could cause some error.

During the construction of the

model, great care was taken to minimi ze dimensional errors,
and measurements were made as accurate as direct obser
vation would permit.

The materials used, however, did not

permit exact results, and in certain places, the
construction errors might be significant.

It is believed,

however, that the model represents the plans as accurately
as does the prototype, since concrete construction in many
cases cannot be done (or is not accomplished) with very
great precision.
Theory of Tubes and Orifices.
The measurement of the quantity of flow over the weir
type spillways (p.47) involved the design of standard short
tubes and orifices, hence it is fe lt that some theory
regarding their design is appropos.

Since the general

process of design is well described on pages 47 to 54, only
an outline of the basic assumptions is presented

here. ~
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In all cases of the design, the general theory of orifices
(7, pp.275-286) was assumed to apply, even though in many

cases the heads above the orifices were quite low in
comparison with their diameters.
Standard short tubes were selected to meter the
maxi um quantities of flow from head tanks, for the reason
that they exhibit two coefficients of discharge (7, pp.28B
289).

A short tube, which is from two to three diameters

long, will flow full under ordinary conditions, but will
flow as an orifice in ease its vena contracta is vented.
For the design of the tubes, the assumed coefficient of
discharge at the full condition was 0.82 and that at the
vented condition was 0.61, which is. the coefficient for a
standard sharp-edged orifice (1, p.254).

A change from

full to vented condition therefore resulted in about a 25
per cent reduction in coefficient.

The formula used· in

the computations was
CA

v'2SH

••••

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • (11)

where R is the maximum head over the centerline of the
orifi ce or tube and Q is the maximum flow expected.
The design of orifices for the ends of the tubes
(p.53) was made from the same basic formula (Eq.ll), where
H was taken as . the effective

h~ad

at the base of the

orifice (static bead plus velocity head in the tube) and
the coefficient was chosen from experimental data for the

---- -------··

--=--~·
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design of orifices for pipe lines (1, pp .50-51).
Theory of Spillways
Overflow Spillways .

Conditions exist in the model or

the Malad River spillway such that the theory of its design
is too complex :for a thorough treatment here .

However ,

the flow over the weir-type spillways can be approximated
by use of a modification of the basic (or Francis) weir
formula which neglects side contractions and the velocity
in the channel (3, p.l55)
Q

:t

CLH"i-

.................... (12)

where L is the length of the weir crest, H is the average
depth of water over the ·crest and C is an experimental
coefficient.

The most important consideration here is the

approximate relationship between the flow and the depth of
the water over the crest.

The regulation of tho spillway,

which is a function of the above depth, must certainly vary
with the spillway discharge.
Siphons.

A siphon may be most easily defined by

reference to Fi gure 10 (p.30), which shows an inverted U
tube discharging water from a reservoir.

The flow of

water through the tube is caused by the unbalanced

eight

of the fluid in the longer leg, since atmospheric pressure
continually forces water up into the entrance to replace
that which flows out.

The tube will act as a siphon only
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Figure 10. The simplest form
ot a siphon.
if it has been initially filled with water;

after being

filled, it will remain so as long as its upper end is
covered.

While flowing full, the tube will discharge

approximately the same amount of water as would a straight
pipe of the same size, length and roughness, discharging at
The only difference 1n discharge

the same elevation.

would be caused by losses due to the bend (or bends) of the
siphon.

An accounting for the energy dissipated in the

flow process (8; pp.49-55) results in the following
formula:
Q

•

A

v

2g(H - [ hb + hr

+

he l ) •••• (13)

where H denotes the available potential energy or head , h
represents head loss and the subscripts b, f, and e refer
to losses due to bends, friction and miscellaneous causes
respectively.

It is to be expected that if the siphon is
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quite large 1n cross section with respect to its leng th,
the losses due to bends may be very great in comparison
' .t l ',

with the other losses.

For this reason, siphons are

frequently treated as short tubes, where the f low is the
function of a single loss,
Commonly, all the losses in the siphon are assumed to
be directly proportional to the velocity head in the siphon,
which makes possible the equation
CA

V 2g

H

• •• •••••• • •• •••••

{14)

The coeff'i.ci.e nt C is constant only if the above assumption
is true .
SiEhon Spillways .

A siphon spillway is defined here

as a siphon (as described previously) which becomes primed
or full of water automatically.

Generally, the height the

water is nlifted" on the intake side of the 0 (Fig.lO,
p . 30) is as small as can

b~

.consistent with the purpose of

the siphon .
The most

co~on

function of siphon spillway installa

tions is t he regulation of the water level in a reservoir,
lock, flume, or power plant forebay.

In this application,

a device is required wh ich will automatically operate upon
a small rise of water level, hold the variation of the
water level within specified limits, then cease operating
as soon as the water returns to its proper level.

An

automatic priming siphon is ideal for this application,
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since when it is primed, it immediately discharges a
quantity proportional to the square root of the head
(Eq.l4, p.31).

This being the case, the siphon will dis

charge very· nearly its full capacity when primed;

thus by

adjustment of the capacity of a siphon spillway, the water
level can be made to remai.n constant, or can be caused to
fall, during the

m~imum

flow.

In contrast, the capacity

of an overflow spillway is fixed by the height of the walls
at its extremes and the length of its crest (Eq.l2, p.29).
The head on the spillway crest is generally very small in
comparison with the crest length, or with the head causing
the flow in a siphon;

hence the length of the crest

generally determines the amount of regulation of which the
spillway is capable.

If crest length (on a dam or flume)

is at a premium, an installation of siphon spillways can be
much more effective as a wa.ter level regula tor than an
overflow crest occupying the same space.

A quotation from

Braine (9, p.4) illustrates · this concept:
" ••• on the Badana Dam, in Italy, six siphons, each
having a capacity of 525 c .r. s·. were subsequently
added to the existing structure, their crests being
set 3 ft. above the level of the waste-weir, which
was then raised by the same amount.
The storage was
thus increased by 86,000,000 gal ., valued at $52,500
on the basis of the original cost per cu. ft. ot
water in the dam.
The use of this quantity of water
for irrigation represented a large gain.
In the same way, the income produced by the
additional storage of 10,250,000 cu. ft. of water
when the full supply level of the Lagolungo Dam, in
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Lybia, was raised 3ft., amounted to 3,125 per
annum.
The capital value of this i~come amounted
to six times th cost or the siphons, which in this
case, discharge 5,250 e.r.s. when the water level
rises 4 in.
To pass an equivalent flood the depth
or water over the original spillway was 4ft. 8 in."
The operation or a

iphon spillway can be explained

with the aid ot a sectional view of the
(Fig.ll).

alad

R~ver

siphons

At the Malad River spillway~ · the crests ot the

I

Figure 11. Oross section taken longitudinally
through a siphon of the Malad River spill•
way •.
siphons are placed slightly above the normal elevation or
the water surface as shown in the drawing, so that normally
no water flows through the tubes.

A rise of water level

sutrtcient to cause flow over the siphon crest causes the
air vent to be covered, and for any further rise of the
water, the siphon is closed at the top from the atmosphere.
~en

water is flowing through the siphon at a sufficient
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rate. turbulence and friotion cause air· to be entrained in
~

.,

the water and carried out (lO, pp.l099•llOO).

Thus if the

outlet of the siphon is properly sealed against return of
the air 1l'lto the tube, the siphon 1s progre.s si vel:y exhaust•
ed Qf air .

Eventually the outlet leg of the siphon

becomes full enough with water so that the siphon will
prime.

The exact process of priming is described on

page 90, from observations made of the model .
The method of sealing the siphons has given designers
of siphons greater d1fficulty than any othttr one item.
large numb&r of .s ealing devices have

b~H.m

A

tried in a1phont

and many ot these have been extremely elaborate (10,
pp.llOO•ll03} .

The a.e al1ng of the Malad River s.i phons waa

intended to be by sheets of water;

inclination ot the

upper· leg of the siphon caused water to strike the opposite
side of the leg arte:r flowing over the crest,
the siphon barrel once mo-re before exit.

~d

to c.ro.s a

Water trom the

.s pillway chute .was apparently intended to form a third
sheet o.r water at the siphon ends..

As later demonatr4t.e d,

the method pro.v ided for sealtng the siphons was n.o t
suecess:rul in the model..

Judging rront the operation ot

the prototype• the device wa.a appattently not entire-l y
satisfactory in the full-scale siphons .

One of the

objects of the thesis is to investigate sealing methods .
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CHAPTER III
CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODEL
General Objectives
The 1:15 scale model of the Malad River spillway was
constructed in the basement of the Engineering Laboratory
of Oregon State College.

Figure 12, page 36, shows the

alignment of the model and its arrangement in the labora
tory.

This arrangement was made for the greatest

convenience in obtaining a water supply and in caring for
the discharge from the flume and spillway;

a much larger

model could not have been conveniently placed in the
laboratory.

i

In designing the model, the prime objective was to
provide visual access to all places in which observation ot
the flow of the water might conceivably be desired .

This

purpose was carried as far as sound construction of the
model would permit, and was not hampered by other
objectives.

A second object was that of provision for

alterations to various parts of the model.

In satis

faction of this requirement the materials chosen for the
construction were easily workable and thus alteration would
present no great problem.

Care was taken to make the

model watertight, and it has remained reasonably so for
over a year.
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Figure 12. Alignment of the flume and arrangement of the model in
the laboratory. The dotted outline at the left represents the penstock
intake of the prototype. A collector box at the right replaces 10 feet
(model scale) of straight flume section.
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Materials
The major part of the model was constructed of kilndried lumbe:l" and exterior plywood.
tranaparent were made of
lent optica1 qualities.

Plexiglas~

Parts desired to be
a plastic vtith excel

The l?lexiglu was greatly favored

by the writer over ·a ny other materials used because
ease o:f workability and its strength;

or

its

by heating the

plastic to about 2500 Fahrenheit, it was reduced to the
consistency of

gum

rubber and was extremely easy to form .

Butt joints, made by injecting solvent at the junctures
{with a hypodermic needle), wel'e remarkably strong and were
neat in appearance.

The metals used were, when possible,
'

"

corrosive resistant types such as aluminum, duralumin, or
brass.
Sealing for watertightness was first tried by either
resin glue or asphaltic roof-cement.

The latter material

is easy to work but its solubility in ordinary paint is
objectionable.

\Yh1 te

calking compound, later used in

place of the roof cement, is reasonably smooth and easy to
apply and remains elastic after drying .

Its only

objectionable property is its slow drying time;

it will

remain tacky for at least a week after application .

On

the basis with his experience with sealing, the writer
recommends that, in wooden models , al1 joints be made by
coating the surfaces to be joined with ealking compound.
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The majority of the wooden surfaces were sanded,
primed, then covered with one coat of good quality white
enwmel paint .

Those parts which were to be later

inacces ible were coated with an additional application of
clear Plastikote, a synthetic varnish which has remarkable
flexibility.

The enamel, after a year's service, was

found to be in excellent

condition~

where craeking occurred.

except for th& joints

Several coats of Plastikote

could have prevented a cons1derabl.e amount of leakage
resulting from flexing of the joints.

At the present,

calking compound is being used to seal all the cracks as
they occur, and it seems quite satisfactory.
Structure of the Flume
The structure or the model , best described by Figures

15 and 14 {p.39), is evident in many of the figures appear
ing elsewhere in the thesis.

Support members were of two

by-three clear lumber,. cross braced by one-by-tour and one
by-three lumber.

Cross members directly beneath the f'lume

bed were also of two-by-three stock.

The flume bed was

made of one-quarter inch exterior plywood placed on three
parallel two-by-two longitudinal members, located at the
edges and in the middle.
pieces on the support legs.

These were nailed to the cross
The sides were made separate

ly, then nailed to the longitudinal and transverse
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...·

Figure 13. Structure ot the model flume.
The gap at the center is the locat1on ·ot
the spillway..
The partly aaeembled
c~llector tank tor the intake is shown at
the left ot the picture.

Structure of the flume and
siphons; r~~ealing the shape of a siphon
tube.

Figure 14
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supports, and were braced at the top.

Exterior plywood.

one-quarter of one inch thick, was nailed to a frame-work
of one-by-two lumber, forming panels about one foot square.
These panels were sufficiently strong, as demonstrated by ·
the fact that water flowing even with the tops of the flume
walls produced no perceptible def'lection.
The straight sections and the curved seetions were
built separately, then jointed at the supports, the curved
sections being

~aid

out on a floor by means of a tightly-

stretched piano wire .

Upper and lower longitudinal wall

braces were cut to the proper radius and the plywood was
bent around them;

so far, the plywood has shown no

tendency to straighten and deform the sections.

Alignment

of the various sections after separate construction was
accomplished by measuring chord lengths.

After the flume

floor was continuous from intake to outlet (but before
construction of the spillway section) the correct bottom
slope was established with the aid of an engineer's level
and a meter stick.

In this process, shingles placed under

each supporting leg were adjusted until the proper slope
was obtained.

The slope was checked later with water in

the flume and no change was noted.
The collector box, into which the water supply was
taken {through a draft tube) was built of one-by-four
vertical grain flooring nailed to two-by-three frames.
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As the flooring was nailed, the joints were filled with
asphaltic roof cement.
partly assembled.

Figure 13 (p.39) shows the tank

Joining the walls at the corners was

accomplished by bolting them in two directions, in an
effort to obtain a ti ght joint.

An additional precaution

taken against leaking was the painting of the i nside of the
box with asphaltic roof cement.
In spite of all precautions taken, the collector box
leaked badly, and no subsequ$nt measures (wh ich have
included calking the corners, repainting with roof cement,
and finally covering the interior with roofing paper) have
been very successful in preventing leakage.

Plywood

~

construction with carefully fitted and calked joints is
recommended for such tanks.
Construction of the Spillway
The spillway section was the last installation made on
t he model.

The siphons, built separately, were of

Plexiglas for their upper parts and wood for the last
straight section.

The curved sections of t h e siphons were

made by bending heated Plexiglas over wooden forms cut to
the proper radii.

Figure 14 (p.39) and Figure 15 (p.42)

out1ine the steps of construction of the spillway.
Views of the completed spillway and flume sections are
shown by Fi gures 16 and 17 (p.43).

Not shown in these
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Pigure 1.5 . Structure ot the
spillway chUte ot the model.
photogl'apha is the end ot the flume, which is provided w1 th.

an aluminum sluice gate and a co;lector box for carrying
the water away.

The siphon intake structur

1n its

finished condition la ahom !n Figure 18, page 44.
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Figure

18~

Siphon intake structure after completion.
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CHAPTER IV
DEVICES FOR HYDRAULIC MEASUREMENTS
Elevation and Location References:
Before launching into a discussion of the devices
used for the various hydraulic measurements, it is well to
define the references used for location of certain items
and for elevations of water surfaces.

A numbering system

for all specific points of measurement and for different
siphons and spillways is given on page 46.

This system

will be used throughout the rest of the text.

The ele

vation refer nee for almost all water surface measurements
is the flume floor at Piezome.ter Point No . 9;

any dev1•

ations from that datum will be noted.
Measurements of Discharge.
Total Quantity of Flow Through the Model.

Volumetric

m asurement was chosen for the total quantity of flow

through the model.
even

ith th

A sunken concrete tank with its top

floor, 28.5 feet long and 6 feet wide, and

properly baffled for surface waves , receives the water both
from a collecting tank at the end of the flume and from the
reject flume.

This tank has b en calibrated for increase

in volume per foot rise of water level and a connecting
stilling basin is provided for point-gage readings.

For

pOINT NO.I
poltH N0.2
..-FLOW

pOINTS N0 .

4 5,6,7,8
,

*

M UPSTREAM
*NUMBERED FRO

POINT

I

2
3

ELEVATION CENTERLINE
DISTANCE
ABOVE N0.9
FROM N0.9
FT.
IN.
21.437
0.21
18.-583
0.19
15.901
0.16

Figure 19. Plan view of model showing reference numbers .for locations
and elevations.
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measurement of water levels, a point gage is arranged so
that it will complete an electrical circuit through the
water upon contact of the point with its surface.

A

sensitive ammeter connected in the circuit reads full scale
when the circuit is completed.

Caution was taken in

operation ot the point gage, to dislodge small drops ot
water adhering to the point, before taking readings.

The

gage is provided with a vernier scale which makes it
possible to read to one-thousandth ot a foot.
Discharge Over the Overflow Spillways.

For several

reasons, it was considered necessary to isolate the
discharges over the two sections of overflow spillways.
The problem of separating the spillway flows was solved by
diverting the water on each side of the spillway chute, as
shown in Figure 20, page 48, the diversion gates being held
against sills (screwed to the chute floor and walls) by
.dogs.

Rubber gaskets minimized the leakage around them •

Fortunately, the gates were far enough from the spillway
crests, and the diversion openings were large enough, so
that submergence of the flow over the crests did not occur.
Head tanks two teet high and two teet in diameter,
provided with sharp-edged orifices, were the first means
chosen for the flow measurements.

Three-inch orifices

were installed and calibrated for the purpose of accurately
determining the maximum rate of flow passing over each
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Figure 20. Diversion or water from an
overflow spillway into a head tank.
The removable diversion gate is
secured by dogs and is sealed by a
rubber gasket .
spillway for the maximum flume discharge.
data (Tables

~and

The calibration

7b, p. 122) revealed that approximately

40 per cent of the total flow was dis.oharged by the up
stream spillway (h reafter designat d as Spillway No . 1),
and about 60 per cent of the flow pas ed over Spillway
Observations made from tests during which the
flume flow was varied considerably, led to the conclusion
that the head tanks offered too small a range of head to be
useful over th

range of measurement expected of them, when
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The distance of

provided with only one orifice apiece.

the diversion ports from the floor was only two feet, and
the maximum height above the centerlines of the orifice
plates was a little over 1·1/2 feet;

thus an orifice

capable of discharging the maximum flow at the above head
was too large to accurately meter mueh smaller rates of
discharge.
In order to make use of the above limited range of
head for measuring wide ranges of discharges, combination
metering devices, attached to the tanks in place of the
orifices, were designed and calibrated.

First, the head

tanks were provided with standard short tubes (length • 3 X
diameter) having sharp-edged entrances.
which is shown in

Fi&~e

The tubes, one of

21 (p.50), were designed tor the

greatest discharges expected of the spillways, according to
the common theory (p . 28).

Calibrations were made on the

tubes for both full and vented conditions, and the cal!
bration data were plotted on graph paper.

The result was

two sets of curves (two on each graph), with the curve for
the vented tube falling below that for the full tube in
each ease (Figs.22 and 23, pp.51 and 52).

The reason for

the difference in the tube characteristics when flowing at
different conditions is given on page 28.
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Figure 21, Head tank for measuring overflow
spillway discharges.
The valve at the top
of the t'Ube .n ear the tank is used for vent•
ing purposes~
A. slide-in Qrific& is shown
in the raised position.
Note the
piezometer connection at the far right-hand
side of the tank.

'-,
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At the lower he$ds, the curves fall ott rapidlJ as a

result of an increasingly smaller change in head for a
given change in discharge.

At the point where this

occurs 1 the accuracy of the tubes a·a metering devic·e a
starts to progressively decrease as the head decrease&.
Consequently the discharges at the above points correspond
ing to the vented tube conditions were taken as the maximum
discharges for $tandard sharp•edged orifices arranged to
slide over the ends of the tubes (F1g.21, p.SO).

The

orifices were thus designed to flow at the above discharges
when operating under the maximum possible head in the
tanks..

This process was repeated for secondary orifices

ao that eventually each tube effectively had four ranges of
discharge for one range of head.

By the process or

design, a certain amount of overlapping was provided,
eliminating the necessity for changing an orifice at a
critical time.
Before calibration of the tubes, vertical cross
baffles were installed in the tanks and sets of smoothing
vanes were placed in front of the orifice intakes (in the
tanks).

The jet, which was previously twisted, was

greatly improved, and the water in the tank for all but the
highest flows waa relatively calm,.

During calibration of

the tanks provided with the short tubes, water was
introduced vertically by means

or

a six-inch stove pipe,
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and in the final installation at the model, similar pipes
were fastened to the diversion porta.

The e.rrangement

shown in Figure 20 was used only for the tanks using single
orifices.

Head measurements were made by piezometer

columns, attached at points on the tanks where the
turbulence appeared to be the least (Fig.21, p.5o).
The results of the calibrations are shown in the
calibration curves (pages 51·52), in the data tables (pages
123-126) and in a general summary in Table 1.
Head Tank
No. 1
Range of heada ... ft ••••••••.•••••• 0.2 - 1.6
Diameter of tube • in ••••••••••••
3.094
Length of tube • in ••••••••••••••
9
Diameter of Orifice No. 1- in•••
2.240
Diameter of Orifice No. 2 • in •••
1.740
Flow range, full tube - cfs •••••• 0.2 - 0.4
Flow range, vented tube - cfs •••• 0.15 - 0.25
Flow range, Orifice No. l - eta •• 0.06 - 0.2
Flow range, Orifice No. 2· .- cts •• 0.01 - 0.1

Head Tank
No. 2
o.a - 1.6
3.672
11
2.740

1.940
0.2 - 0.6
0.15 - 0.25
0.07 - 0.25
o.o1 - o.12s

Table l. Summary of the resu~ts of the design and call•
bration ot orifices and tubes for use in the head tanka.
The numerical designation of the head tanks corresponds
to the spillway numbers to which the tanks are related.
Pressure and Water Level Measurements
Water Surface Elevations.

Elevations of the water

surface at different points were used for several purposes,
among which were determination of water sur:face slope,
water surface profiles in th
studies.

siphon forebay and regulation

Nine points were selected for installation

or
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piezometer connections, and their locations are shown on
page 46.

The first eight of these were in the vicinity of

the spillway and thus could be connected to a bank of tubes
tor convenient comparisons.

The bank, which has as its

zero Point No. 9, ia shown in Figure 24 (p.56).

A

detail d drawing of the connections to the flume and tubes
appears in Figure 25 (p.56).

'l'he flume connections (or

tapa) were drilled with No . 50 (wire size) holes which
acted as damping orifices, and were installed flush with
the flume floor.

A small amount of calking compound,

placed under their heads before driving them in, prevented
any water from leaking around them.

It is thought that

the piezometer tubes and . connections acted very satisfaeto•
rily. both in damping rapid fluctuations , and in giving
true indications of the depth of wat r above the tapa.
The effect of turbulence upon readings was not thought to
be significant .for ·a ny piezometer points but those in the
siphon intake.

However, since those points did give

highly consistent readings, it is thought that turbulence
effects were small, if significant at all.
Water Surface Contours .

An accurate record was

desired of the configuration of the water surface in the
siphon intake while different combinations of siphons were
operating.

For this purpose, an arrangement was made to

measure elevations at selected points in the intake and its
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Figure 24. Bank of piezometer tubes for water
level indications.
The tube are numbered
consecutively from the left to the right.
Siphons No. 2 and 3 were operating when this
pictur was taken.

TAP

GLASS PIEZO
METER TUBE--..

~·· ..··--: 1: ~
··· ti

I/8 in. 0.0.
TUBING

11
1

l/8in. I.D.
TYGON TUBING

FULL SCALE

Figure 25. Piezometer connections to the
flume and to the tubes.
The tapa
were driven flush with the floor.
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vicinity, and this appears in Figure 26.

Figure 26. Framework ror point gage measurements.
The angl -iron across the supports carries a
. point gage suspended rrom a cart.
An angle-iron is arranged to slide freely between the two
level tracks, upon which are marked position references
corresponding to points marked upon the flume and intake
floors.

A

"cart" bearing the point gage slides freely

along the angle-iron (machined especially tor the purpose).
Directions of Surface Velocities
An arrangement, shown in Figure 27, page 58, was made

to clamp a device for measuring the directions of surface
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Figure 27. Device for clamping a
surface velocity direction
indicator.
The chuck at the
center clamps a 1/4 inch rod.
velocities in the siphon intake and its vicinity.

The

holding device was made from a dratting•machine head,
fitted with a chuck capable of clamping a 1/4 inch rod.
The

ar~angement

was constructed so that it could be attach

ed to the "cart" shown in Figure 26 (p.57) 1n lieu or the
point gage .

The indicating device was simply a piece of

wire attached to the end of a 1/4 inch rod.

At the end of

the wire was a thread arranged so that it could rotate
freely, and above that was a vane, rigidly fastened to the
wire.

The vane was first aligned with the centerline of

the flume, the protractor was adjusted to read zero, then
the rod was lowered until the thread was barely submerged.
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Alignment. of the vane with the thread allowed direct
readings or the surface velocity directions from the
protractor.
No attempt was made to measure magnitudes of velooi
ties, but the holder can easily be used to suspend a
Leopold-Volpel midget current meter, which has a one
quarter inch rod.
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CHAPTER V
PROCUREMENT AND CLASSIFICATION OF DATA
Data Procurement
While several objectives were planned before the
commencement of the thesis, it was realized that the almoat
purely experimental nature of the projected work would make
little specific planning possible.

For instance, it was

desired to obtain data which could be used to accurately
describe the operation ot the spillway, but it was not
known what specific data could be used for that purpose.
Preliminary tests of the spillway were made before
construction of the

easurement apparatus, for the purpose

or determining what measurements could be made .

Sub

sequently, apparatus was built to make possible the
accumulation of all data which could have had future
significance.

During the actual experLments, the data

were faithfully recorded on a master data sheet, whether
or-not they seemed important at that time.

It should be

understood, however, that certain of the above data were
planned well in advance of the experiments.
The manner of taking the data depended generally upon
the character of the measurement .

Certain of the read·

1ngs, such aa the piezometer measurements, were steady tor
any given condition of the spillway, and thus one recording
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f .o r any case was sufficient.

Others, such as head tank

readings or point-gage readings, were taken for regular
intervals over a short period of time and were then
averaged, since there was a great degree of fluctuation 1n
many cases.

The number of readinga taken depended upon.

the accuracy desired of the final result.
only are reported in the master data sheet;
the total flow thraugh the model was

Average results
however , since
separately,

measur~d

all discharge readings were recorded on separate shee.t s
for flow data only (pp.l28•l29).
The tests in g.e neral were conducted in the following
manner;

First, the valve ·a dmitting water to the model was

opened to the approximate amount required for the correct
quantity of flow (a fixed scale was used on the valve wheel

and was roughly calibrated for discharge)..

After a

suf'.ficient time was allowed tor the fl ow to stabilize, a
series of volumetric tank t-ead1nga were taken.

Subse

quently, the valve was adjusted until a large number

or

successive discharge measurements were consistently within
one per cent

or

the desired flow.

Measurements of the

desired quanti ties trom the moG'i.el were then made,

af'te~r

which another set of discharge readings were taken.

The

last set was mainly a check for variation in the pump
discharge over the period of time during which the model
was operated.

No significant variation was ever noted;
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in fact, it was found that the valve calibration was
usually sufficiently accurate (although measurements were
always taken) •
Classifipation and Sesregation of' the Data
The data

wer~

purpose, total

only generally classified according to

disch$l'g~

through the model and the "run"

(a run is defined here as a set of readings taken
consecutively for a single -purpose) .

All data taken tro:m

the model (except those taken tor calibration of :measure
ment apparatus) are given a run designation according to
the summary on page 127.
'!'he 1l18.Ster data sheet (page 130) was not convenient
for use 1n analysis of the data obtain d, so a segregation
and organization process we:s carried o.ut.

Some ·Of' the

data were found to be very useful in tutur;e analy·s es;
others were valuable in establishing whether•or-not certain
characteristics of' the spillw.a y were peculiar to only one
critical rate of :flow.
All the original data obtained from the experiments on
the spillway, flume and measurement apparatus are included
in the appendix of this thesis,

Some tabulations from the

above, to which frequent x-oe1'erences are made , are included
in the text

or

the thesis.
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CHAPTER VI
GENERAL

ODEL OPERATION AND SPILLWAY REGULATION

Intake Conditions of the Flume
During the preliminary teats of the model, a series of
observation• were made to obtaln the shape or flume intake
{at the collector box) giving the smoothest water surface
conditions in the flume.

The first used was a circular

transition at both the s1dee and bottom.

This intake

caused serious standing waves for the total length of the
flume.

After several trials, a transition section

designed to allow a gradual, straight, slope of the water
surface .from the 't!ox to the flume was found to give the
best results (11, pp.l9-22).

This intake had a parabolic

transition at the sides and a relatively square bottom
section.

A small roll of three-inch mesh chicken wire

placed at the end of the transition section was found to
improve the results slightly and also to help baffle
transient waves in the flume.

While not entirely

satisfactory, the above arrangement produces a water
surface in the flume which is quite similar to that of the
prototype.
It 1a suggested that the problem of an intake such as
that described in the above paragraph would be worthy ot
further study.
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Calibration of the Sluice Gate
An aluminum sluice gate, located at the downstream
end of the flume, was used to regulate the flow stages to
the corr·e ct values.

The four piezometer points in the

flume; Points No- 1, 2, 3 and 9 (p. 46) were used to
indicate water level as the sluice gate was adjusted.

A

scale scribed on the gate was used to indicate its
position.

The "proper" stages were those computed from

the backwater curves (pp.l5-l7).
Trials at several flume discharges revealed the fact
that the slope of the water surface was considerably great
er 1n each ease than it should have been.

The exact cause

of the difference has not been determined as yet, but it is
thought to be a combination

or

variation of the roughness

of the flume from the assumed value (p.l7) and the presence
of losses due to the spillway section and bends.

Since

this thesis is primarily concerned with the operation of
the spillway, it was decided that having the proper flow
deptha (and thus velocities) in the vicinity of the spill
way would alone be entirely satisfactory.

A small

variation in the characteristics of the bore probably
results from this compromise, but it is considered that
this is neither significant nor within the scope of this
thesia.
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In view of the above, the proper position of the
sluice gate was that which produced the correct flow depths
at the spillway section (hereafter called the normal flow
depths.

This position was recorded for each rate of flow

through the model and was used 1n subsequent experiments.
Water Level Regulation
Transient Regulation by the Spillway.

One of the

most important intended functions of the spillway was to
dissipate the hydraulic bore;

thus measurements were made

to determine how well the dissipation was accomplished by
the model spillway.

The measurements made were to

determine, for each discharge, the
level at the upstream

nd. of th

aximum rise of water

spillway at any time

before the spillway reached a steady state of operation.
The results show that the maximum depth of the water in the
flume at a given initial velocity at any section is that
caused by the bore.

The section of Table 3, page 75,

entitled "wave" shows the approximate increase 1n depth
taking place in the flum
stream and past Piezometer

during passage of the wave up
oint No. 1.

The extent of

wave dissipation is shown in Figure 28, page 66:
broken waves traveling upstream or the spillway ar

the
almost

as high as the original bore. and appear to be traveling at

the same velocity.

The results compare well with
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_________/

......f - - - - - -

BORE

_ __,_FLOW
(a)

---FLOW

(b)

FigUre 28. Schematic drawing showing the degree
ot dissipation of the hydraulic bore by the
spillway.
"Part (a) represents the bore aa it
exists downstream ot the spillwa7.
Part (b)
represents the irregul.a r waves in the flume
after the bore passes the spillway section.
descriptions of the operation of the prototype;

therefore

model studies would have been useful in predicting the
action of the prototype in wave dissipation.
In the process of investigating the transient water
~evel

regulation of the spillway, note

as taken of the

height and velocity of the hydraulic bore for comparisons
with computations based on theory (see p.l7).

As shown in

Table 2, page 67, there is remarkable correspondence
between the computed and the measured depths.

Since the

correction for the slope of the channel (p.20) 1a actually
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Bore Heights ... inchea

Q

Condition

era

Computed
8

Actual

Velocity
Computed

Actual

A

l
2
1
2

a. as

0 . 935

B. 'TO

0,9$5

Condlt.ions:

9 .18

9.02

1 . 02

1 . 02

9 . 04
9 . 20

8 . 86

9.'12

3.43

9·.79

3.37

·s.ao

e.e4

3. 4

9.04

3.5

1 • Watel' at proper stage at sluice gate •.
2 - Water at proper 'Stage at spillway.
A - Not corrected tor slope of flume.
B .. Corrected for slope or .flume.

Table 2 . Comparison of heights ot the hydraulic bore
at the sluice gat·e a.bGve the flume floor as
measured with those ·computed :from theoey.
smaller than the possible error of measurement , differ•
ent1at1on between computed values fo..r
warranted.

It might be

s1~1f1cant,

given flow is not

however, that the

depths of the bore obtained 1fhen the water was flowing at
the proper stage at the end of the flume are almost exactly
the same as those observed in the model.

The velooltiea

for the larger of the rates of flow are quite similar to
Due to the extremely short periods

the computed values.

of timing by stop watch, h.owev&r, the values obtained tor

all flows are within the expected accuracy of measurement .
The close eol"respondence of the computed depths to

those actually measured appears to substantiate the theory
used in computation

or

the b0re-.

Visual observations &Pe
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also considered useful as a cheek on the theory.

Obser..,.ed

at a point near the sluic-e gate , water built up vecy
rapidly after sudden closure of the gate , then subsided to
a depth somewhat lower than the maximum.

Sufficient

apparatus were not available to measure the variation

~

water level with time, but observations did show that the
water surface dropped down slightly before the bore reached
the spillway.

This being the case, for the short distance

the bore trave1ed,. the slope of the flume had a negligible
effect upon the maximum height of the wave at the sluice
gate .
The water in the flume appeared to flow normally
upstream of the bore and apparently had no advance warning

ot the approach of the wave.

The spillway theretore could

not operate until the bore reache4 it;

thus the require

ment is imposed that the walls of the flume downstream of
the -s pillway must be high enough to retain the bore at ita
maximum height.
Evidence supporting the observations of the character
of the hydraulic bore is shown 1n a seriea of photographs
in Figure 29, page 69.

These illustrate the process or

the dissipation or the bore and show the apparent
,.ignorance" or its approach demonstrated by the upstream
water;
abrupt.

the ultimate rise of water level is extremely
The same phenomenon is shown in Figure 4, page 7,
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(l}

(2)

(4}

Figure 29. The process of dissipation of the hydraulic
bore as it progresses upstream past the spillway section.
The numbers over the pictures denote their sequence.
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taken ot the prototype.
The process of bore dissipation as shown by the photo•
graphs, appears to progress quite rapidly from th
wave reaches
oontr~

~he

spillway section.

time the

It is surprising that,

to the impression given by these pictures, the

broken waves at the upstream end of the spillway are so
high.

It muat be noted, however; that since the steady•

state water level at the spillway is higher than the normal
flow stage (p.65) the velocity of the water upstream of the
spillway must progressively reduce as the rise of the water
level at the spillway is reflected up the flume. . Even it
the spillway were able to dissipate the original bore
. completely, the above sudden deceleration of the upstream
water requires that waves be formed, and these waves
actually in the form of a bore.

ar•

A spillway, such as the

one being investigated, located on a flume upstream of the
power plant, there.fore could not nullify the effects ot a
downstream stoppage unless it could immediately regulate
the water level to the normal flow stage at the occurrence
of a sudden rise at ·the spillway section.
location

or

The proper

a spillway designed to accomplish the above

.

purpose would be at the end of the channel, preferably
downstream of the penstock intake.

It is very important

that the flow in the flume should not be retarded
sufficiently to initiate the £ormation of a hydraulic bore.
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The broken waves present in the flume upstream of the
Malad River spillway are assumed to be the result of both
the above cause and transient wave action generated by the
original bore.

Widening

or

the flume section containing

the spillway could possibly eliminate the transient waves,
but the design of the spillway is such t hat were it able to
allow no rise above the normal flow stage when operating at
its full capacity, 1t could not do so instantaneously.
There is, a possibility that the speed at which the spillway
reaches its capacity discharge can be increased, and future
experiments are planned ror this purpose.
It appears from the above discussion that the
regulation of the spillway (as designed) is such t hat if
the ultimate rise allowed upstream after a steady-state ia
reached is less than that caused by the waves, the present
steady-state regulation does not require improvement.
Justification of extended work for improving the spillway
regulation (steady-state) is based, for practical purposes,
upon the limitation of necessary flume freeboard upstream
of the spillway.

In the interests ot research, however,

t he regulation of the spillway is being investigated in
both transient and steady-state capacitie$, with the object
of discovery of features of basic spillway design.
The observations discussed on the preceding pages were
all made for the condition resulting from sudden stoppage

'•
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ot the flow in the flume, since it was desired to observe
the action

or

ditions.

The construction of the sluice gate did not make

the spillway under the worat possible con

1t possible to gage gate closure time very accuratelyJ
thus no studies were made of the action of the spillway at
different times of gate closure.

However. rough

experiments were made, and it was found that the rate ot
flow stoppage definitely determined the height and shape of
the hydraulic bore.

Longer closure times produced lower

waves, more gradual in character, and much the same as
those passing upstream or the spillway.

It is suggested

that future studies be made of the effect or rate of
closing the gate upon wave for-mation.
Steady-State Water Level Regulation.

A prime

function of the spillway is to regulate the rise of water
level in the flume to a given height after a steady state
or spillway operation has been reached.

For an instal

lation or the type being studied, where there 1s only one
turbine supplied by the flume, the regulation is purely a
matter of economy

or

construction.

A balance between

expense of the spillway and sa,ings in the coat of the
flume made possible by the regulation

or

the sp.111way 1a

surely the most important consideration in the original
design.
In the model, all possible stable conditions of the

7'3

spillway were investigated, and data were obtained to show
the rise of the water upstream ot the spillway section for
any given stable condition of operation.

The rise of the

water downstream or the spillway was or course not con
sidered, since the wall heights from the spillway to the
penstock were governed by the height

or

the bore.

During

the above observations, several combinations or siphons
were artificially primed and in each ease,. after a steady
atate was reached, the allowed rise of water level was
noted.
Piezometer Point No. l, at the upstream end of the
spillway section, was used to measure the rise allowed by
the spillway.

Figure 30, page 74, is included to show the

general condition of the water aurtace in the flume while
the spillway .was operating.

The surface is smooth enough

at the upstream end or the eplllway that the piezometer
readings there should be representative or the depths above
the connection.

A photograph or the water surface at the

upstream end of the prototype spillway (F1g.7, p.ll) shows
relatively smooth cond.i tiona at the location;

thus

comparisons in spillway regulation between model and proto
type baaed on the methods used ao far may be feasible.
The form of the data obtained whioh gave the beat
indication or the sufficiency ot the spillway as a water
level regulator is that shown in Table 3, page 75.

In
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Figure 30. Qond1t16n or the water in
the flume while Siphons No. 2 and ·
3 are operating.
The attempt to
show the flow pattern by injec
tion of pota$s1um permanganate waa
unsuccessful ..

,..

tills table the ri e of the water surface above the normal
water level in the .f lume just upstream of the spillway ia
expre sed as a percentage of the normal d pth in the flume

at that point, for

spillway.

operat

tb

and condition of the

Two conditions were omitted from the table

all tbre

sine

given dischar·g

siphons, or the fir

t

and third,

at the same time (see page 95).
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Table 3. Rise of the ••ter surface at
Pie&ometer Point No . l above the
normal tlow stage in the flume, ex
pressed as a percentage of the normal
depth at that point.
This table
gives an indication or the regulating
capacity of the spillway for differ
ent artificially produced flow
conditiona.•
..

rise at Piezometer Point No. l caused by the bore .

(.

'

The best regulation occurs when two siphons are
·operating and of the two possible cases, the beat is that
where Siphons No. 2 and 3 are primed•.

The slight differ

ence in regulation allowed during each condition 1s caused
by the erratic functioning o£ Siphon No . 1 (see p.94).
The natural stable condition of the spillway (no siphons
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artificially primed) is that exUlting when Siph9n No. 2
is primed and the other two are flowing partially full.
It should be noted that in Table 3 (p.75), the per cent
rise is nearly constant over the ran e of discharges used,
for any given condition of the spillway.

If it can be

surmised from tbis that the per cent rise of the water
surface allowed upstream of the spillway is independent of
the discharge through the spillway, a very useful property
of the spillway has been found.

On

this premise,

observations of regulation made at a given rate of flow
could be used to estimate the regulation of the spillway
at other flows;

thus it should be possible to apply the

principle to investigation or the possible regulation of
the prototype at flows greater than that for which the
flume was designed, if the normal flow depths at those
discharges can be predicted .

The property of the spillway

discussed above also may be useful in ev luating the
results of alterations of the spillway.
While the data shown for conditions other than the
natural condition have little intrinsic value, they do show
that (1) the values obtained for the natural condition are
representative of the efficiency of the spillway as a water
level regulator and (2) if it ls possible to cause more
than one siphon to prime automatically, the efficiency

or

the spillway will be increased by a considerable amount.
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Sev•ral conclusions may be drawn on the basia of the
regulation teats.

The first is t .h at the spillway was

designed adequately tor cax-:-ying the muimum discharge tor
which· the flume was designed,. even though the siphons did
not operate as intended,. but was inadequately designed tor

atopp1ng. the action of. the hydraulic bore.

As the issue

atands, the spillway would have to regulate the rise

or

the,

water sur:face. (during steady-state operation) only to that
level attained by the waves. '
Another conclusion is that it it is possible to alter
the sp1l.lway so that dissipation of the bore is ·e omplet• •
then it will be possible • and feasible ... to use the
spillWflY for clost)r regulation.

The obvious advantage ·o f

close regulation is in limiting the height of flume walls
necessa~y

for retaining the water.

It is. quite probable that the

r~sults

·O f the model

studies conducted so f•r will be useful in predicting the
operation of the prototype under varied conditions

or

flow.
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CHAPTE'R VII
SPILLWAY CAP.ACITY AND SIPHON OPERATION

Capacity of the Spillway
A complete series of discharge readings were taken
tor each rate of tlow through the model.

A set for a

given condition consisted of flow through the model and the
flow over each of the two overflow spillway sections.

In

each ease, the quantity of !low taken by the siphons was
obtained by subtracting the weir discharge from the total
flow.
The spillway flows, expressed as percentages of the
total discharges through the model, are shown in Table 4,
page 79.

The presentation of the data in this manner

makes possible the comparison of the two general types of
spillways in the structure-siphons and weirs.

It should

be noted that with one siphon operating, the flow through
the group is nearly 50 per cent of the total flow through
the model.

Two siphons will discharge close to 75 per

cent of the total flow when primed .

By closing off the

weir-type spillways completely, it was found that all three
siphons would carry the maximum flow tor which the spillway
was designed.

This finding suggests that the overflow

spillways were installed chiefly as a measure of safety;
their installation implies a lack of confidence on the part
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Table 4~ Helat1ve capacities of the
three spillway seetions for
various art1f1c1ally produced flow
cond1 tion• ~·

ot the dea.igner.
The flow percentages shown in Table 4 are nearl.y the

same for any given condition ot the siphons, but generally
increasing (for the overflow spillways) with the total
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Most of the uniform variation can be explained by

tlow.

the fact that the discharge through the siphons is nearly
constant for any combination.
more thoroughly on

pagelO~

This detail is discussed

in the section on siphon

operation.
Further operating characteristics of the spillway are
exhibited by the curves on pages 82 and 83.

These curves

are, in effect, calibration curves for the overflow spill
ways, showing the quantity of flow over each section as a
function of the piezometer elevations at selected pointa.
Some experimental plots showed that readings from
Piezometer No. 2 (p.46) gave the beat curve for Spillway
No. 1, and Piezometer No. 3 gave the best results for
Spillway No. 2.

Continuous and well defined curves were

obtained from the other plots.

The curves are significant

since they show that the flow over each of the spillways
is continuously related to the depth of the water at its
extremes.

This leads to the conclusion that irregular

flow conditions in the flume near the siphon intake do not
cause perceptible discontinuities in the relationship
between the depth at that point and the flow over the
weirs.

If the above relationship is continuous at that

point it is a reasonable assumption that the depth at any
point within the reaches of a spillway section is
continuously related to the flow over that spillway.
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Figure 31. Flow over the weir-type spillwaye.
In this oa e., Siphon No . 2 is operating and
the others •re partially primed.
The above analysis suggested an investigation of the
correlation of th

discharge over a crest to that theo

retically flowing over a weir of the same length.

Accord._

1ngly, such an investigation was made , with extremely
surprising results.

The discharge over each of the over

flow crests was computed from the Francis 11eir formula

(p.29) for a sharp-crested weir. with no corrections for
the velocity in the channel or contractions.
used in the above formula in each case

The head

as the average
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elevation of the water surface over the crest as indicated
by the following piezometer readings:
Piezometer Points No. 1 and 2;

for Spillway No. 1,

for Spillway No •. 2,

Piezometer Points No . 2 and 3.

The flow obtained from

this computation was then plotted against the actual spill•
way .flow in order to correlate the two.

The resulting

curves were then compared with a straight line representing
equal discharges, and the results are shown in Figures 34
and 35, pages

as

and

as.

The points for both spillways

fall into curves which seem to be continuous, 'and,
surprisingly enough, linear for their upper parts.

For

the purpose of this analysis, only the linear parts ot the

curves are used for comparing them with the lines ot equal
discharges , since these parts represent the high discharge
characteristics of the spillways.

Using the straight

portions of the curves, emperical formulas are obtained,
based upon the Francia weir formula in the following
modified form:
Q : K1LHi

±

Ka • • ••• •. • •• • •••••• (15)

Substitutions made from the curves produced the following
formulas:
Spillway No . 1:

L Hi

-

0.138 .. (16)

Spillway No. 2: Q • 3.56 L Hi

+

0.055.(17)

Q • 4.82
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These may be compared with the Francis formula for a sharp•
crested weir with no corrections:
Q • 3. 33 .L Hi

••••••••••••••••••• • ( 18)

The above formulas are probably of little value so far as
general application is concerned, except perhaps in
application to the prototype.

They do show the possi•

bility of the existence of a simple relationship between
head and discharge for a spillway of the type being

studied, suggesting that future studies of such a spillway
would yield information valuable for general design
purposes.
The difference between the two formulas is explained
by the £act that the flume section containing Spillway
No. 1 must carry water to the siphons and Spillway No. 2,
with the result that the velocities in that flume section
are higher than those in the section containing Spillway
No. 2.

The hi gher velocities and turbulence in the

upstream section account for the fact that the points for
that section are extremely more erratic than t hose for the
downstream section.
A fairly good relationship was found between the flow•
discharged by the two overflow crests for any given con•
dition of the siphons.

The two discharges plotted against

each other are shown in Fi gure 36 (p.88);

the distribution

of the points, which grouped according to the number of

+
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siphons operating, showed continuous relationships between
the discharges within the groups.
Further analysis or the spillway operation is not
warranted because of the complexities arising from the
flow conditions.

The above discussion is sufficient to

demonstrate that design of a spillway containing a numb•r

ot sections with different characteristics is possible,
though extremely complex.
Operation of the Siphon Spillways
Priming Characteristics.

A considerable number

or

testa were run in an attempt to achieve the following
goals:

(1) determine what siphons would prime automat!•

eally, (2) isolate the factors affecting the priming of a
siphon, and (3) obtain clues to the most practical means
for correcting the design of the siphons so that all of
them would prime automatically.
Without a spillway chute cover (see page 4), no
siphons would prime automat1cally4

The cover was

installed and after a number of successive tests it waa
concluded that Siphon No. 2 would prime automatically in
~bout

five minutes arter the water started rising in ita

forebay.

The actual times varied from about 30 seconds to

over 15 minutes.

The results of the teats indicated that

(1) the seals provided within the siphons were entirely
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unsatisfactoey, and (2) the water flowing down the spillway
chute and over the end ot the siphons will seal the siphons
only i.f it is retarded and distributed in some manner.
The water on the chute did not fill the covered section,
but the cover apparently did serve to distribute the flow
somewhat.

The ettect of the

ohu~e

water upon the priming

characteristics or partial-flow discharges or Siphons No . 1
and 3 was found to be negligible.
The above tests were conducted with the diversion gate
sills (p.47) in place on the spillway chute walls and
floor.

These sills interfered ·somewhat with the flow in

the chute, and it was decided to remove them and repeat the
priming tests.

The results of the tests were essentially

the same as those obtained when the sills were in place.
With the automatic priming operation of the spillway
determined, attention was next turned to investigations ot
the process of priming.

The process is described with the

aid or Figure 37 (p.91), which outlines the priming of the
siphon in three steps.

The first step is the rise ot

water in the intake to the point where the nappe springe
free of the spillway crest .

This leaves two air pockets

which are supposedly sealed from each other and from the
outside by falling sheets of water.

Providing that the

siphon is properly sealed, the exclusion of the air trom
the crown o.f the siphon is the next step , followed by the

--=

-= --- --
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SCALE -0./ in
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-
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I roof

Figure 37. Elevation cross section of a siphon of the Malad River spillway showing the
approximate flow conditions within the tube during priming (or in a partially primed
condition). After the end was sealed, air was exhausted first from the crest, then
~
from the lower leg, and finally from under the nappe.
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ejection or the . air from the inclined leg.

If the siphon

is not properly sealed, the condition existing in the
siphon after the completion of the first step will continue
indefinitely.

Occasionally the second step was completed

without the eventual priming of the siphon.

The air under

the nappe was always the last to be carried out before
completion of priming and thus the exclusion of this air
appeared to be a necessary and sufficient condition for the
priming of a siphon.
Several experiments were conducted on the siphons to
determine. effects of certain factors upon their priming.
t first, the ends of the siphons were stopped completely
in an attempt to prim
bottom.

them by filling them from the

However, after their air vents were covered, the

siphons were closed from both ends, and thus the only
possible way water could enter the tubes was through
compression of the air within them.

This experiment

demonstrated the necessity for allowing a free exit of the
water from the siphons in order to insure rapid priming.
It is quite logical that a restriction of the discharge of
the water during priming would reduce the tendency of the
water to entrain air and carry it out.
Next , attempts were made to force the water from the
spillway chute directly over the ends of the siphons.
Very few of these attempts were

uooessful in priming the

siphons, since in most cases the back pressure was great
enough to prevent water from flowing over their crests.·
The most successful priming device tried was to cause
a hydraulic jump in the reject flume a distance of several
feet from the siphon ends, by restricting the flow at that
point.

This jump moved

up· the

channel until the water

covered the ends of the .s1phon,a , and very soon after their
ends were covered, all three would prime.

By covering up

the intakes or different siphons, almost any combination
could be made to prime readily.

This method was used

during the spillway operation tests to obtain the different
operating conditions noted.
Complete observations of the priming action or the
siphons was hampered by the fact that most of their
legs were encased in the

spillw~y

structure.

lowe~

Future testa

have been planned, involving construction and testing of a
single siphon of the type used in this spillway.

This

siphon will be made entirely of plexiglas and will be built
to a larger scale than the siphons now being investigated,
Further tests on the siphons in the spillway structure have
been planned, using various devices designed to submerge
their enda.
Stable Operating Characteristics.

During teats or

the spillway, all possible operating combinations of
siphons were used.

Table 5, page 94, shows the possible
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Table 5. Relative flow conditions in the siphons tor
different artificially primed combinations ot
siphons.
Total flow through model • 1.02 eta.
stable conditions of the siphons when operating in
different combinations, after being artificially primed
(p.93).

The two conditions missing from the table were

omitted because in those cases the operation of the spill
way was not stable.

These combinations consist of Siphons

No . 1, 2 and 3 and Siphons No . 1 and 3.

When all three

outlets were submerged simultaneously and thus the three
siphons had equal chances to prime, the group would -prime.
readily, but Siphon No. 1 would almost immediately start to
suck air and would cease flowing entirely after a short
time.

The condition is thus imposed that with the present

95
intake d.e sign. improvements which would ena'b.l e the group

ot

siph~ns

to prime automatically would not insure stable

operation as a group.
·S iphon Intake Conditions.

The fact that. all. thrfJe

siphons would not remain primed with the maximum design
discharge flowing through the spillway, leads to the con-·
~lusion

that, among other things, poor design of the siphon

intake is to blame for the insufficiency of the EJ1phons.
In almost every condition of Table ;5 (p.94), Siphon No. 1
is operating in an in:ferior manner in comparison with the
others:. and aurely this difference is caused by poor intake
conditions, since the siphons are identical. in design,

The water surface in the siphon forebe.y takes the
shape of a vortex, with its center near the upstream wall,
1n front of Siphon No. 1, as shown in Figure 38 1 page 96.

In the last case, where all 3· siphons were operating, all.
but one of the overflow create were blocked in order to
keep Siphon No. 1 primed. and the tlow was increased
somewhat ov&r the maximum design discharge for the spill
way.
Figures 39 e.nd 40, pagea 97 and 98, demonstrate the

manner in which air is admitted to Siphon No. 1 when
Siphons No. 1 and 2 are operating,

·Figure 40, which waa

taken through the transparent flume wall, shows, a& does
Figure 39, that most

or

the air is carried into. Siphon

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 38. Flow conditions in the siphon intake for the following artificially
primed combinations of siphons: (1) Siphon No. 2 operating, Q : 1.02 cfs;
(2) Siphons No. 2 and 3 operating, Q = 1.02 cfs; (3) All siphons operating.
For this condition, the flow was increased well above 1.02 cfs and all but one
of the overflow crests were blocked.
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Figure 39. Side view ot the siphon intake showing
the turbulent condition existing when Siphons
No. l .and 2 are primed.
Air admi tt d through
the mouth of Siphon No.1 is visible at ·tbe
lett aide of the crest.
No. l through its mouth and practically none is entering

through its a1r vent.

The amount of air in the siphon

(appearing white on the downstream side of the crest in
F1g.39) is not sufficient in this case to break ita prime.
A large number or data were taken to aid the

description of th

tlow conditions existing in the intake

section and these are presented in the .form ot profile
curves and contours on th following pages.

The profile
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'•

Fi~e 40. Underwater -rlew or the vortex in the
siphon intake, taken through the .t'ranapar4mt

flume

wall~

,

curve• wez-e obtained trom piezometer readings (No. 4
'rhe t.•pa were equally spaoed 1n a line
on the intake

tloo~

about thre• inches from the mouths

the siphons ... at a point where the oondi tiona appeared
be the worst.

cr

to ·

These curves •r• only deacr1pt1ve and the1r

value in analys1·a for changing the intake design 1s

questionable.

However, they may be used 1n the future for

showing the ef'fect

or

design changes.
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The actual conditions existing in the siphon forebay
are shown by Figures 45 and 46, pages 104 and 105, which
are water surface contours taken by point gage for two
combinations of siphons.

Point gage readings were taken

at intervals ot two inches over the total surface, and
surface velocity readings were taken for the same points.
The measurements were then plotted in the form

or

surface

contours with arrows at the reference points showing the
directions ot surface velocities.

Only two sets ot

measurements were taken becauae ot the instability of the
water surface conditions 1n the siphon intake for any other
combinations of siphons.

The conditiQns chosen were the

most probable stable conditions of the spillway (a) aa
designed and (b) if the siphons were able to prime auto
matically •
. The surface contours show a surprising similarity ot
flow conditions tor the two conditions observed.

First,

the position of the center of the vortex is very close to
the same for both cases.

Secondly, the directions ot the

surface velocities are almost identical.
lead to one conclusion:

Both of these

The whirl or vortex present in the

intake is caused by the location .and shape ot the intake
and is not peculiar to any single rate of flow in the
intake.

It should alao be noted that 1n both cases the

lowest part of the vortex is below the elevation of the
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Figure 45. Water surface contours at the siphon
intake when Siphon No. 2 is operating.
The
contours are measured in feet {in the model)
above the point on the bottom of the flume
where the centerlines of the spillway and flume
intersect.
The small arrows indicate the
directions of surface velocities.
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The contours are measured in feet (in the model)
above the point on the bottom of the flume
where the centerlines of the spillway and flume
intersect.
The small arrows indicate the
directions of surface velocities.
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air vents

or

the siphons.

Two undesirable effects are . caused by the flow
conditions of the water 1n the siphon intake:
general lowering of the

~ater

(1) a

sur£aoe, resulting in a

"'

tendency tor admitting air to both Siphons No . 1 and

o. 2

and (2) creating high velocities which are directed away
from the intake of Siphon No. 1.

A combination of the

above effects prevents water from flowing over the creat or
Siphon No . 1 when the others are operating, thus completely
eliminating the possibility or ita priming .
Capacities of the Siphons.
ties or the

The steady flow capac1

oup of siphons were observed, and the results

or the flow measurements are shown in Table 6, page 107.
The following factors should be considered in connection

with Table 6:

(1) the assumed accuracy of flow measurement

is plus or minus l/100 cubic feet per second, (2) each
value shown represents the di8charge through all three
siphons and (3) the maximum flow tor which the spillway was
designed, reduced by the proper seale ratio, ia 1.03 cubic
feet per second.

In considering the operation of the

spillway, it was assumed that the siphons should be
considered as a spillway, collectively rather than
individually;

thus no provision was made to measure

individual siphon discharges with the siphons installed
as they are in the structure.

Deviations in siphon
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FULLY PRIMED

SIPHONS

TOTAL
FLOW

I

z

/ . oz

&>.43

0."11

0.36

0.8Sl o.4Z

0.43

0.44

043

O.'J3S

2 ,..3

NONe

0."9

0 . 6<:;

0./4

0.39

0.~3

0.66

0./6

0 . 38

o.~"'f

0 -"7

O.Z/

3

I

2.

'

Table 6 •. Rates ot flow in cubic
teet per second through the
siphon spillway for ditteren'
artificially primed combinations
ot siphons., The tlowa g1 v•n
are through the group or three
siphons.
discharges, in excess or the probable error, tor different
combinations ot' siphons and ditt'erent flows are therefore
assumed to be mainly caused by var,ring amounts of water
!'lowing through the unprimed siphons.

In the partial-

primed cond1 tiona, the sipJ,lons flow approximately the aame
(

as overtlow spillways.

~e best condition to choose when

evaluating the primed capacities

or

the siphons is that

where Siphons No . 2 and 3 are primed, since in that case,
no water was flowing over the crest of Siphon No • . 1 for any
discharge through the model
The most important conclusion that can be drawn from
the measurements shown in Table 6 is that, since there is
very little change in the flow values for different total
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discharges, changes in head do not greatly affect the tlow
quantities being discharged by the siphons.

This

conclusion leads to the statement that, for practical
purposes, after a siphon is primed, it is flowing at ita
maximum capacity, providing that the total head is large
in comparison with the expected changes in head (pp.3l-33).
This property makes a siphon valuable as a head regulator.
Stopping of the Siphons.

The siphons automatically

ceased flowing when the lowering ot water surface uncovered
their air vents, which verifies their design.

Generally,

when the sluice gate at the end of the flume wat! raised,
the siphons progressively broke their prime from upstream
to downstream.

The last siphon to ceas

flowing, or

No. 3, did not break its prime immediately, because ot a
partial covering up or its air vent, caused by a piling up
of •ater on the downstream intake wall (F1g.47, p.l09).
Insufficient air was admitted to the siphon to atop ita
action until the water in the flume was well below the
elevation of its air vent.

A flow could be produced in

the flume by adjustment of the sluice gate where the
siphon would continue flowing indefinitely, even though
the water was over an inch below the upstream spillway
crest.

The condition shown in Figure 47 is that

described above.
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F1~e 47~-

Water aur:rac• in the ·
!phon in~k• eaus•d by the
tal lure ot Siphon N6. 3 to

break ite prime. . Note the .
water over thf air vent.
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CHAPTE;R VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOfKMENDATIONS
Conclusions
It is considered expedient at this point to recapitu
late the important conclusions drawn from the model studies

ot the Malad River Spillway.

After the general con•

elusions, the specific conclusions are listed in order,
according to the chapters of the thesis where they were
derived .

Vlhen there is a specific page in the thesis con

taining supporting evidence, the reference to that page is
.given at the end of the statement.
General Conclusions:
1.

The data generally were considered as being truly

representative of the conditions they were chosen to
describe .

No cases were found where data were peculiar to

a single, critical condition of flow.
2.

Model studies or the

alad River spillway before ita

construction would probably have caused the rejection of
the design in favor of one more suitable to the require
menta of the spillway.

This conclusion is based upon (a)

the inefficiency of the spillway in coping with the
hydraulic bore (Chapter VI, p.65 ff) and (b) the

lll

1netf·e c.t1v·e operation of the siphons (Chaptet- VII, p.89).
3.

Rejection of the dcu1ign

or

the Malad River spillway

would have been jus.tified by the model studies because or
the .following similarities between the model and prototype:
(a) character of the waves tra.v eling upstream of the spill•

way (p.6 and p.65), (b) ineffective operation of the
siphons (p,.8 and p.ae) and (c) conditions existing in the

siphon intake (p.B and p .95 ff) and the general water
surface conditiona in the flume, with and wi thou.t the

.

spillway operating (observed).
4.

The location of the spillway was such that complete

d1as1pat1on

or

the hydraulic bore was impossible.

Correcting the design

or

the prototype for more complete

bore. dissipation may be possible by widening the spillway
section and thus re,ducing the velocities in that section ot
the flunle.
5.

The regulation or the spillway ean be considerably

improved by cAusing all ,three siphons to opel"ate.

In

.o rder to enable the three siphons to prime automatically
and subsequently operate as a group, alterations must be
made to aceomplish both or the following:

(a)

prop~rly

seal the ends of the siphons and {b) correct the design
the siphon in'bake so that the water surface 1n front

or

or
the
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siphons is reasonably level while they are operating.
Specific Conclusions:
Chapter VI - General

odel Operation and Spillway Regu

lation.
ater level regulation:
· 1.

Since the heights of the bore in the model for

sudden

~low

stoppages were similar to those computed

from theoryt it would seem hardly necessary to conduct
model studies to determine bore heights (p . 67).
2.

If the hydraulic bore travels only a short

distance up a flume or gradual slope before reaching
a spillway, the slope ot the flume has a negligible
effect upon the ultimate height of the bore at the end
or the flume (p.68).
3.

The per cent increase in depth upstream of the

spillway, above the normal flow stage, allowed by the
spillway is, for practical purposes, independent ot
the rate of discharge through the spillway.

This per

cent rise seems to be dependent only upon the
combinations of siphons operating .

This property

will probably be useful for predicting the steady
state regulation or the prototype at the full gate
discharge for the power plant, if the normal !"low
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stage :t"or that discharge can be predicted CP :• 76) .
Chapter VII - Spillway Capacity and Siphon Operation.
Capacity of the Spillway:
1.

The two types of . lPillWAys wel'e each capable or

discharging the maximum quan.t 1 ty Qf flow :tor which the

spillway was designed (p.78) .
2.

A simple relationship exists betwe•n depth and

overflow spillway discharge for any depth measured
. between the e.xtFemes ot the spillway f:p.67).

Flows

·o ver the two sections of the spillway beazt def1n1 te
relat.ionsh1ps to each other, and theae relationships
are continuous for a g1 ven number of sip.h ona

operating (p.87) .

The discharge from an overflow

spillway ot the type investigated is approximately
proportional

to the three-halves power o.r the average

static head over its crest

(pp . 84•87)~

Operation of the Siphon Sp1llwaya:
1~

In the seale model, sealing of the siphons by

mEJanl!l of a "sheet" of water was ineffective (p.89).
2.

Positive sealing of a siphon outlet 1s neceasa17'

for the a..saured priming or a siphon (p.93).

z.

A neeessary and sufficient condition tor the
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priming of a siphon is the exclusion of air from the
downstream side of ita crest (p.92).
4.

For practical purposes , siphon spillways discharge

their maximum flows as soon as they are primed
(p.l0'7).

5.

Since the location and Shape or the vortex in the

siphon intake appears to be independent of the number
of siphons operating, a change which would correct the
orst condition would probably be satisfactory for all
(p.l03).
Recommendations
During the process of conducting the model studies,
special note was taken of possibilities for further
research, both basic and applied.
were of three general types:

The possibilities noted

(a) further model studiea ot

the Malad River spillway, baaed on the results and con
clusions of this thesis, designed to improve the operation
of the spillway as outlined in Chapter I, (b) Studies to
determine further operating characteristics of the various
components of the model spillway and (c) Research suggested
by the investigations conducted so tar but not projected
for execution by the writer.

The above possibilities will

be discussed in order, according to purpose.

llS
Corrections of the design of the prototype.

The

following experiments are definitely planned by the writer
as an extension of this thesis:
1.

Siphon Priming.

It is believed that it will be

possible to introduce obstructions below the outlets of the
siphons which will ser-ve t-o seal the siphons.

This seal..

ing, if successful, will allow all siphons to prime
automatically and thus eliminate one undesirable reatu):"e

or

the spillway.
2.

Investigate the effect of lowering of the air

vents or the siphons upon their priming characteri:s tica
(see p.a).
3.

Extend the mouths and air vents of the siphons to

the edge of the flume to attempt correction of the
difficulties caused by the present siphon intake.

Rough

experiments have shown that, since the change or direction
imposed upon the wate·r would be more gradual in that case,
the water level might not be reduced to an undesirable
position.
4.

Study the possibility o:f rounding the upstream

corner .o f the siphon intake in an attempt to make the
change

or

direction of the water flowing into the siphons

m.ore gradual.

Rounding of both corners might increase the

cross section or the intake sufficiently to reduce the
velocities in the intake and thus alleviate the
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undesirability of the flow conditions there.
5.

Widen the spillway aeotion to different degreea

and observe the effect of the widening upon the dissipation
of the hydraulic bore.

Reduction of the velocities in the

flume tor a sufficient distance may possibly obviate the
formation of transient waves by the hydraulic bore.
6.

Increase the speed with which the spillway reaches

its full capacity discharge .

Aa yet this aspect haa not

been investigated thoroughly and therefore it is not known
whether-or-not the general design of the spillway will
allow much improvement.
Investigations of spillway operation.

In general,

moat of the investigations presented in this theais will be
extended in order to substantiate further the conclusions
drawn so far.

Specific investigations to be carried out

are aa !"ollowa:
1.

study the properties of the hydraulic bore

produced by different rates of gate closure, and determine
the transient regulation afforded by the spillway for these
rates~

2.

Obtain more complete data describing the operation

of the overflow spillways in order to formulate theories
which might be useful for general aide-weir design.
3.

Observe the priming characteristics and discharge

capacity of a siphon of the same type as thoae installed in
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the Malad River spillway, but built to a larger scale and
made entirely of Plexiglas .
4.

Obtain specific information concerning the

operation

or

the pro.t otype in order to verity the operation

ot the model.
Recommended Research .

'The w·r l ter does not intend to

investigate the .rollowlng considerations. but considers
them worthy

1..

or

further study:

Design of an intake

tc.u~

a laboratory model

or

a

flume in OPder to obtain water surface conditions similar
to those which would be. present 1f the model were preoe<ied
by an extremely long straight section or flume.

This

requires complete elimination of standing waves caused by
the acceleration of water from the collecting basin .•
2~

Investigations of the formation of a hydraulic

bore for any rate or degr&e or flow stoppage, and studies
of the flow conditions existing in the bore crest and in
its vicinity during its passage up the t1ume.
3.

Studies of the general design ot side-weirs in

rectangular
4~

channels~

Determination &f the properties of standard short

tubes discharging under low heada,
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Head Tank No. 1
~UN

HEAD

WEIGHT

TIM£
AV£.

FLOW

lb.

sec.

cfs

/.5~Z

~00

3Z.B

/.~Z-9

€,00

.33-9

AVE.

ff,
I

2

AVE.

o.Z9.3

o .Z84

/.299
/.I q 7

"00

.35.9

"oo

37.3

o . .z,g
o . 2.5'8

s

/.0€.5

(;OO

40./

C - Z40

6

36 ."f

o.z.zo
·o.zoz
o.tez
o. tt;J!f

.3

1

o.CJo€.

~00

7

0.753

400

3/.g

8

o.~/5

400

,3S.Z

9

0.472.

300

Z9..3

/0

0.289

300

3S.Z.

0./.37

II

o.z;z,

ZoO

27.0

0./19

IZ

0./40

zoo

;3'9.0

o.oBZ..

13

/.~71

t;,CJO

31.1

0 .306

Head Tank No. 2
RUN

HEAD
AVE.

WEIGJ..IT

rtME:.
AVE . •

Fl-OW
AV£.

cFs

/b.

sec .

I

fl-.
/.r...so

r;,oa

.3/.2

o.308

z

I.S'-6

(,.00

.3/. g

o . .30Z..

3
4
6

t.4Z'f

r;,oo

33.3

O . .Z89

Z"b
J,fZ.S'

s-oo

29-4

o -27Z

~00

3/.Z.

o.zs~

f,

"1

0.9"'1-7

5"00

.33·9

o.Z3(o

0.7qS

500

3~.9

o.Z/7

8

o.r;.. '53

400

32.4

0.198

9

O.SZ7

400

34.3

0.177

,,

o.436

300

zq.s

0.1~.:5

0,374

,300

31-9

(!)./§)

IZ

o.3oS

300

3t..o

(!),/34

13

o .ZbG

200

2."· 7

o.;zo

14
15

O.Z/0

200

3o.o

C)./07

0,1§9

zoo

3S.B

o.Ot?o

/6

0.(0/

2.00

4-8.8

o.~{:,

/0

Table 7. Calibration data for preliminary
orifices for measurement of overflow spill
way discharge.

~
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Head Tank No. l
RUN

ORJFJCI; WEIR
FLOW
HEAP
HeAD
AVE.
AVE.
AV£

fl.

H

.z

/.3'1

3

f.30

+

/.ZZ.,

o.1-80
0.473
0.4'-8
0."1"3

5

/.09 .

I

Head Tank No. 2

1.51

RUN

QI(?IF/C£ WEIR
FLOW
HEAD I-lEAD
AVE.
AVE.
AV£.

ff.

cf.>

0.'100

I

(f.

·cl.>

/.393

OS'"i<J 0 . 535'
o.SJ:i o.SZ2

0.38S

2

/.215

0.375

..3

0.,3r..5

4

o4SO o.34o

s

o .szz o."'f9Q
o. :5'08 0.4l.O
0.95'1
o.54o O.Lfq5 o . .tf-30

0

0.70&:.

0.1-77 0.39Z

7

o.587
o.51Z

o.q.s~ 0.358
0.443 o.3Z7
o.-418 o.28Z

/.17S

t:.

o.9w

7
5'
9

0.79~

0.442 0.32~
0.433 0.309
o.42.Z o.ZB&

o.?ob

o.4tZ o.zlZ.

8
9

/0

0.5'9/o

o.39B o.zso

/0

o.417
o. 313

II

0.481

0.384 o.Z28

II

O.Z43

0 .393 o.Z43
o.35b 0.(89

IZ

o. 3!36
o.ZBB

o.3b8 O,ZOb

IZ

0./78

0.333 0.15'8

0.351 0./86

13

0.113
/.583

0.3/'i

0./42

o.S57

0.580

0.898

13
14
15

o .zoo

0.337 o.Jlo4

o./50

lb

o.Zl.O

o.Z8'/ 0.1/Z
0.350 0,/81

17

0.17<1

0,325 o.ISI

14

Table 8
Calibration data for standard short tubes used for
measurement of flow over the spillway crests. The
dimensions of the tubes are as fo1lows:Tank No . l,
Length • 9.004nches, Diameter • 3.094 inches; Tank
No. · 2, Length • 11.00 inches; D.i ameter • 3.672
inches. The calibrating device was a 90 degree
triangular weir, for which the discllarge formula is
Q : 2.5 H~.

,·
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Head Tank No. 2

Head Tank No. l
RUN

ORIFICE WeiR
FLOW
I-lEAD
HEAD
AVE.
AVE.
AVE·

II.

II .

I

1. 3(,-3

O. <t1-.Z.~

z

1· 140

3

ORIF/C£ WEll!

RUN

I-lEAD
Av£.

ff,

cis

HEAD FLOW
AVE .

Fl.

AVE .

cis

o.zzg

I

0.408

0.31¥f

0.410 o.u."f

z

0.303

0 .31-9 o.tBO

o.!JSS

0.387 o .Z33

4._

o.Z38

0.331 O./b4

4

0.'-80

0.3b8 0.2.04.

0 .40.:!_ O.Zl.O

S"

o.4V

4
5

0 . .52.3
0 .413

o.2/IS"

b

o.278

0,38 6 o. Z 31
o.5SZ. 0.183

o.ZtfZ t::J,IIS

7

o..u.3

o.S-1-3 O,f7Z

o.zsc.

O.Ol$3

8

tJ,Z/8

o . OlS

o.tlJS

0,037

_!]_

o.zog

o.3Z7 0.15'3
(),$23 0,144

0,/05

o .Z.3Z

o.tx..S

(0

().183

(J,:$15

0.1c.S'

0.380

o.zzz

If

O.lb3

0.3Di o.tzq

0.770

0 . "!>7'1

o.ZZI

IZ

o.t4J

o.z~

b

O.Z73

0.338 o.t'-b
0.315 o.t39

7
8
9

o . ZI7

o.tS7

/0

II
IZ

O.f~Cf

o.tZI

Table 9
Calibration data for standard short tubes used for
measurement of flow over the spillway crests. The
vena contracts. of both tubes was vented 1n these
tests. The dimensions of the tubes are given 1n
Table 8.
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Head Tank No. l
RUN

Head Tank No. 2

ORIFICE WEll?
FLOW
HEAD
JIEAO

AVE.

AVE.

AVE.

If,

ff.

c.fJ

ORIFICE WEIR

RUN

AVe

Ff.

I

J.S7Z

0.37/ o.zoq

z

/.483

o. ·3'-6

f.4-00

0.3,2.

/.ZBl
1./77

0.355 O.IE.B
0.3"'JJ o.t8o

4
5

J,oeJS

o.'34"1 0.174

0.980
o.ggo

o. '3"37

3
4

s

'
,
7
8

tO

II

IZ.

.

J...IEAO

I

t-578

o.zoz

z

J.J143

(),fq]

3

I·Zl3
t.tZ3

WEAO FLOW
AVE.
A~.

fl.

cFs

o.4o7 D~Z,-1'
o.3r9 o.Z.SZ
o.3'fO 0.2.18

D.9l.5

o.37t1 D.ZZI
a 3t.J3 o.z.o(:.

~

().343

0.~2

7

o. 72.3

o. '!>1-'> O.l?b

o.:JZ'1 o.tSS

13

(),"08

0.335 o./l>Z

0.773

0.'322. ().147

q

o.518

0.323

o.7oo
t:J, '04

o.3t5

,

0.~53

0. ~(,8

0.315 t:>.t~1
o.3_o5 0./28

IZ

o.Z78

o.ztYf o./IZ

13

o.zoa

o.ZlB ().(0;!.
o,z,f!, l!>.d/J

o.4~0

14

0./39

I tJ, 30&:. o.r30

IJ.SZO

13

(),(&.~

t:J,Z'/7 o.tzo
o.Z.87 b./10
0.2,7 0.092.

10

o./92

o./4-8

14

o.l{.-,3

".183

, o.z~

o.o7o

15

o./Z3

o.zs~ 0. D.8 I

I~

o.o]S

I o,1qg o.o44

I~

0.0,8

I]

o.o'SZ
o.i-tO
o. 3'o

17

o.o53

o.zoz o.o4'
o.tBZ o.o3S'

I~

0.033

0.170 ().030

I o.Zl/3

o.:Z43
o. t3L

1 o.Z.55 o.osz
D.ZZS o.D40

0.310

i

15"

/8
I 'I

zo
2./

l o,lt:.3 O.OZ7
I o:ZSS t>./08

o.tOZ

Table 10
Calibration curves for standard sharp-edged orifices
used for measurement of flow over the spillway
crests. These orifices are designated as "Orifice
No. 1" 1n the text and data. The diameters of the
orifices are as follows: Head tank No. l, D : 2.42
inches; Head tank No. 2, D • 2.74 inches. The
orifices are positioned at the ends of the standard
short tubes, and are removable.
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HEAD TANK No. 1
HEAD

HEAD TANK No. 2

WEIGI-lT

TIME
AVE.

ff

/b.

.5ec.

cf~

I

/. /41

zoo

3b.Z

O.OBS

z.oo
zoo

~0.8

32.4

RUN

AVE.

FLOW
AVE.

RUN

1-/EA.V WEIGHT TIM£ FLOW
AVE; AVe.
AVE.
ff,

fb .

I

/.t.4

0.104

z

1-5"9

zoo
zoo

0.099

3_

/.SO

2.00

z

1.591

3

, ...fzs

4
5"

/ .2.12..

zoo

34.Z

o.o9q

4

1.3~

zoo

j . 026

5'

/.lq

0.780

38.Z
43. 6

0.084f

6

zoo
zoo

0.074

~

/.05

37.3

a.o~4

7

/.OZ

zoo
zoo
zoo

3'1·8
Zt'f.B

0 . 0'-0

8'

0.885

200

0 .051

<J

t).l-95

zoo

35.Z.,
39.S

o.04S

/0

o.s~o

tS'O

44.b

o.o3ft7

"

0.4/l:.

IZ

75

41.1

o. ozq

7$'

S'Z,4

o.oZ3

7

O.'-CJ3

8

15'0

q

o. S'37
0 .4J'Z2.

10

0 .330

100

If

o.Z30

tL

0./80

/00
/00

/3

t)./Z5

._ct_. o.oM

15'0

100

15

0.()4-3

so

b4.3

I~

o.ozo

Z!r

47.9

sec.

cis

zif-.8 t1.1Z9
2.5.3 o.fZ]
2.5.7 O,JZ.5
zr..J o.tZO
2.8.4 o.tt3

3o.z · 0,(0b
_30·"

0.(~

3Z.7
35.7

o. O'Ii
o- -.olfo
--'

t'SO

31·4'
3S.5

O.![!Jg_
o.o,8

azss

tt:JO

_30 . /

0.053

13

(}.110

/00

0.!/0

O.OIZ

!5"

o.o>o

75 -

37.3
34.S

0.013

14

so

--*_.8

o.ozo

0.008

f{p

o.oz.o

$0

54.1

0.015

o.o-+1

o. o~j-_

Table 11
Calibration curves for standard sharp-edged orifices used
for measurement of flow over the spillway crests. These
orifices are designated as "Orifice No. 2" 1n the text
and data. The diameters of the orifices are as follows:
Head Tank No . 1, D • 1.74 inches; Head Tank No. 2,
D • 1.94 inches. The orifices can be positioned at the
ends of the standard short tubes, and are removable.
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TEST RUN DESIGNATIONS
General Classifications:
A - Spillway tests, original design.•
B - Siphon forebay contour observations.
Number Des1sqat1ona:
(a)

Spillway tests · (A) t
Runs l•l; 6-2, 5-3, 4•6, 6-9, 7-l, 7•2; testa to
obta.1n posi tiona. of the sluice gate for the proper
stages in the model flume; measurements of th•
hydraulic bore.
I

Run 5•1; tests to determine the effect of addition
of the spillway chute cover.
All others;
(b)

complete spillway operation tests.

Contour observations (B):

Runs l, 2; measurements by point gage of water
surface elevations 1n the siphon intake; measure•
ments of surfaee velocity directions in the siphon
intake.

TABLE 12
DATA SHEET FOR VOLUMETRIC
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FLOW MEASUREMENT

TOTAL DISCHARGE THROUGH MODEL
SHEET_/__
TANK CONSTANT: VOLUMETRIC INCREASE= 170.7

cu

ft. PER FOOT RISE IN TANK.
I

TIME

FLOW

RUN

A

WATER
SURFACE
RISE
feet

se;;ords

cfs

A

WATER
SURFACE
RISE
feet

I

o.::zoo

32-Z

1-0100

5_

tJ,ZDO

3Z.8

t . t?<'/-0

34. "'

0 .987

_3 }5, {:.

1.0/h

33.8

f -010

..33.t:.

/JJib

33.2.

/.O.Z8

33.4

./ . OZZ

0 . 996
LJ ,99b

.RUN

z
3

o .zoo

o .zoo

o.zoo

o.zoo

s econds

cfs

-

I
:

-~3.6

/ .0/fC

3~ . 0

/ . 004

34. 0

/ .004

34-.Z

0.998

33.6

/ , Otb

34-.0

/.c::J01

34.5'

rJ, qqo

34.0

/.004

33.3

I . 02.b

. 0 .9qz

34.3

0,(/qb

3 3 .9

/,007

4o.z

o .950 i

4-0.S

a943

j

34.f1

a9tB7

.3~.2

/ . OZ8

33.8

t.0/0

.o :zo o

"'

/.00

'

i

I

:

33 !3

J.0/0

:

1.050

39.7
39.3

o. $__~0

3Z.S

08~ 8

!

33.3

I . 02b

40.0

o ss~ l

33.7

/.013

40. ~

t'J. 84 1

i

3.3. 0

/ .034

. ~(/.7

0 .8'60

i

--- f-- 3 t l_ _____J_,_g_n_

s

FLOW

3 4: I
3 4 .3
34.3

34.4

4

TIME

3'1.Z
39,.7

1!>. !171

33.7

J. 0/3

3 3 .0

/.034

33.4
33. 5
33.3

/.02.2..

.3 5- S

o.qsz

1.ozo

310.S

o .'f 3S. _

I.OJ!.b

3b.S

,.-,_q.3S

33.8

/,0/0

3 f&. .S

0 .9.3S

33.7

1.013

3~.(3

1.010

36.S
.36 .:5

0. 935
0 Jj3;) ·

~4 - ~

o .q9"

o.q3.5

33.5

/.02.0

36 ·5
3& -S

..

7

-

o.;zoo

__4~5

0, 860 •
t'J .f164

.

b -935_,

.33.6

I , O/Io

3~ -S

o .93S

31-.3

o.CJ9G

.36.3

0 . 93<J

33.5

J.ozo

,3b.5

0-93S

•
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TABLE 13
DATA SHEET FOR VOLUMETRIC

FLOW MEASUREMENT

TOTAL DISCHARGE THROUGH MODEL
SHEET___g_
TANK CONSTANT: VOLUMETRIC INCREASE= 170 7 cu . fr PER FOOT RISE IN TANK.
WATER

RUN

WATER
SURFACE
RISE

TIM£

FLOW

RUN

A

feet

se co,as

cfs

8

SURFACE
RISE
feet

I

o .Zoo

13

9

TIME

S'7COndS

-

..

cfs

-

=

~~ }

J,o.:~t

/.0/b

~::~..~

/ ,0/6

3$."'

J,0/1...

.3~ . 7

1./)/::J

33.5

/.010

3:1f .O

.33,4

/,02.2.

33.t..

0.:200

1

n:?4

_::(_:f.&..

/.Ott.

3"f. s:4.

J,rJ/0

33.~

/.01~

.3:7, .4

J.oZ 2.

~~.7

I.

l"l/::1.

34:0

J.no4.

1. 0/.:J

o.zoo

33.Z

t.nzs>

3 .~.t'J

l.tJ .34

3~.7

J.o/3

33 ,q

/ . 007

3~ . 4

J.o2.Z

-?~. 5

t.otq

/.OH

3'~ • .A

1. 010

3~. 3

J.ozs

.'2f4. ~

rJ . 9QS

33.7

/. 0/5

33,q

1.007

3?.q

. l ,t?07

33.7

.33.{:.

33.7
"

/ .0/b

2

34. ~

J') _qq'('

.3.~ . 7

/. 01 ~

~3 . ~
.=? .~.

J

FLO'N

I• •

I.

0/0

(;;.

l .nlfL>

~.:?A

/o0/0

TABLE 14

I IAe~.

HEAD TANK

DATE RUN

N0.2
0

cfs 'feet:
1

cfs

HEAD 0

2

WATER LEVELS AT PIEZOMETER

0

cts

feet

2
in

: 3

I

1n.

1n.

4

5

In

rn.

: 6

S.

1

1n
I

_ 5.~Z.,5.8D~

___

~_

~~...!..!.!o:..L_~~:_::::~~L....t-'~,;__-'--"C~+----~--;--

·-- _

-~
r-

:iJZ 5.t;,5 .:5'.56.,
1

1

----·

STATIONS

T?--T _s

1n.

.1

1- 1 I J.oZ

I1Z/.J&l

DATA

MASTER

'

_ _..._

.. 1

.

'·

TEST COD£ _A_

SLUICE GATE

CONDITION
SIPHONS 40

POSITION

BORE

jLett_Scale~fRight Scale!

4
5
He1ght . Ttme
sec.
in.

. . rn

----t-I

3

t 9

. 1n

SHEET

in.

In

I

j 1

~ 3

2

SHEET
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REMARKS

I

I

-~

.S·ff

,s.zo

·-+·

-~

Z. 33 _ _ z._4Z
2.23 _ Z.3o

~ ~ "1·l -t-~-----".- 1'Ne<;h.91/z&

3 ..

4.q__

__

_ __

'""-+- - - - - - - - -

___ ____ _

N

-·

_____

_ __

____

--~-----------

_ ___

""-+--- - - - - - -

~. ~-~--

.E___..P

N

_____ j . ___

_ _
.

'1.Jj

-,.-- ____

-~---

_

.../Y_+...!''--•-...I'Y.
N __ ~_p_
_N_

_
· ...Si-J2-hQR.Lp.r:i~e~r&;,c,ol(y.
r_//!N_oy 6;r{t:=s£)~,-? ~-

N

N

LLY

: P.
.,--E.

_

_
_ ___

1

____J

_5pili.JNa_~fes c/o.scrd

--~--peQf'_ porht?I.IJ~~~/:L.siphons I ~.z _ . _

,NQfJarL.I.hr-O(d[l'b.. s/phon No. I . __
N. .

I

Quoo/:i.f.y_ Q/:RQ..'f!Y'.....Lb.c.c?U9h

s/p~oas__ac_al££f_sptllvvQys.

. ::-_:·=t=~ -~--=--·

aad oqclta//Jow : /Vo . / l(erv POOC
'

>

o~/,oUiar>< rh ,s,phoas a.e

__

padly
~aa_No.!

----------

sucKLa9aic very had../,)1.____

~a2..-L.J<~.!4'~tfg._.!.,_~2Jd~,~~l!.l2.!:!...-~IL.....l£.!.6..t.::::..-=:::~:._!j;u:z.!~~~~~.,...L..!.=+-----·

~
16-~

··-

7--L-1-- - - · - - - -

--

- - - - - - · - - - - - ---

·-

- -·-----+-

1.10
_____ __

_

____ ..

..

~...l:!.on N.a.~ most Li~.ly...f..a.R-cl.a:u;:__ - - -

..N____IY .

----·
..2:.2_

•·

7-b.
J-

1

-·-·-- -

---

------

._

z- z. t---·

..2::§_

.~~>J..U.r...L...........L><!.--'!:'='--'-"'o!!IJ~£..C!!""'-,~U£...

7-9

+---------"-----

"'-+----- - - - - - ·

--

.IL...l--- - - . - -..- - -

--------

___
- ·-- -- .... ·
S-3 / .O J

!

--

--·
. -~

__

4.06

rRe-r"'n o/' run
~
I \.. s/u~t~e yare

'
1

z
3

TOTAL

QUANTITY OF FLOW THROUGH MODEL

ORIFICE OR TUBE USED FOR METERING FlOW;
WATEFi LEVEL AS READ FROM PIEZOMETERS.

-

./ 5vcK~ _ t?.m;:I/_;L~.2_f;oad.,a:vlc/..

- - -- -

--t

F = TUBE FULL, V =TUB[ VENT£ J, 1,2~

c RIF ICE

DATUM- FLUME FLOnR AT STAT ION NO. 9

I'.JLJ f'.18£HS

5

HEIGHT

ABOVE 'II CRMAL

WATER LEVEL

TIME F Oi-( BORE TO TR.4VEL BE'WEEN POINTS 3

"N = PART IA LL Y PRIMED

P= PRIMED

AN D 9

1-1 w;~h nefi'V'

I
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RUN
A

FLOW

FLUME DEPTH..5

NOJ?MAt.

crJ

,,.,.

rE.5T
/1?.

I

WATER LEVEL
RISE

CONDITION

OF . .5tPHON..5 3

in.

lpe-r ccnl

I

z

3

1-/

J,oz

S:S/

fo-84

/ .33

2'9-. /

N

N

g,-/

J.OO

5 -51

"·04

0.'53

9.b

p

"'

3-Z
.3-3

J.Oo

S.S/

".Si'

/.03

U1.7

"'
AI

N

p

/.OZ

SSI

{...4"f

J(s,,q

N

p

N

J.oz

s .s,

0.'/.3
o.98

f7.F

p
p

N

N

p

N
N

4-J

Cr..49

p

?-I

j,tJ.Z

s.s1

'-·'4

o.r.3

J/,"

~-J

(}.8Sl

{,,].Lf

(.33

o.8Sl

5.8'1

o.48

24-fo
g,q

N

6r.3

5.41
s.41
5.4/

N

p

p

5.94

0.53

9·8

p

"· 3/

c.CJo

lfo.7

N

p
p

"'N

N

N

p

":4

o.f/57

~-s

().85)

ro-t:.

o.<;Sl

{o-7

"'

(,.44

J.03

/9./

o.1Js7

$.4-1
S:41
S.4f I

~.34

17·Z

P'

N

N

7-4

o.q35

5.44

(o.7'/

o.93
/.35

z.4.8

N

N

N

7-S

O.C135

S.44

s,qq

o.5S

JO,

I

N

p

p

7-b (), '135
7-7 o. 9-iS'
?-8 o.tt3S
7-9 o.&J3S

5'.41

(o.04

o."o

11·0

p

p

5.44
s-.44

C,4q

/.05'

Zl./

N

N

N
p

t;..Lfi

/.00

18.~

5.44

/7.9

s-J

(, C/

s.s1

6.4/
7.73

0.97

N
p

:z.z.z

7-3

o.tt3S

s.44

7·17

/. 7.3

41·0
3/.9

-

p

N
N

N
WAVE

WAVe

-

-

~ 2 Normal
3

depth is the depth in the flume when tha
spillway is not operating. Flume depths are those
taken at Piezometer Point No. 1.
N • partial flow; P = full flow.
TABLE 15

Computation table for Table No. 3, to obtain the reg
ulating characteristics of the spillway.

